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The rapid evolution of XML from a mere data exchange format to a universal syntax for encoding
domain-specific information raises the need for new query languages specifically conceived to ad-
dress the characteristics of XML. Such languages should be able not only to extract information
from XML documents, but also to apply powerful transformation and restructuring operators, based
on a well-defined semantics. Moreover, XML queries should be natural to write and understand, as
nontechnical persons also are expected to access the large XML information bases supporting their
businesses. This article describes XML-GL, a graphical query language for XML data. XML-GL’s
uniqueness is in the definition of a graph-based syntax to express a wide variety of XML queries,
ranging from simple selections to expressive data transformations involving grouping, aggregation,
and arithmetic calculations. XML-GL has an operational semantics based on the notion of graph
matching, which serves as a guideline both for the implementation of native processors, and for the
adoption of XML-GL as a front-end to any of the XML query languages that are presently under
discussion as the standard paradigm for querying XML data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Rationale and Motivations

In the past two years, the XML standard [W3C 1998a] has profoundly modified
the software development scenario, by spreading into a variety of application
domains, well beyond Web information publishing, for which XML had been
initially designed.
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Today, XML is a proposed or defacto standard for such diverse applica-
tions as information publishing, data and information transcoding, Web data
mining, electronic data interchange and business processing, and Web service
integration.

All these applications exhibit a strong demand for an XML query language,
that is, a query language explicitly conceived for retrieving and restructuring
information coded according to the XML standard.

As highlighted by several researchers (e.g., Maier [1998] and Quass [1998]),
XML query languages are more than simply a variant of already existing and
well-known query processing paradigms, such as relational and object-oriented
query languages.

The W3C itself, in an ad hoc Committee for XML query language specifica-
tion, summarizes the requirements of XML query languages in the following
list of desirable usage scenarios [W3C 2000b].

—Human-readable documents: queries should be allowed on structured docu-
ments and collections of documents, such as technical manuals, to retrieve
individual documents, to generate tables of contents, to search for informa-
tion in structures found within a document, or to generate new documents
as the result of a query.

—Data-oriented documents: queries should address the XML representation of
database data, object data, or other traditional data sources to extract data
from these sources, to transform data into new XML representations, or to
integrate data from multiple heterogeneous data sources.

—Mixed-model documents: both document-oriented and data-oriented queries
on documents with embedded data, such as catalogues, patient health
records, employment records, or business analysis documents should be
supported.

—Administrative data: queries on configuration files, user profiles, or admin-
istrative logs represented in XML should be possible.

—Filtering streams: queries should address streams of XML data to process,
for example, logs of email messages, network packets, stock market data,
newswire feeds, EDI, or weather data, to filter and route messages repre-
sented in XML, to extract data from XML streams, or to transform data in
XML streams.

—Document object model (DOM): queries should be possible on DOM structures
to return sets of nodes that meet the specified criteria.

—Native XML repositories and Web servers: queries should be possible on
collections of documents managed by native XML repositories or Web
servers.

—Catalogue search: queries could be used to search catalogues that describe
document servers, document types, XML schemas, or documents. Such cata-
logues may be combined to support search among multiple servers.

—Multiple syntactic environments: queries may be used in many environments
(e.g, embedded in a URL, an XML page, or a JSP or ASP page, etc).
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In this article we concentrate mainly on the issues related to human-driven
XML query processing, a field bound to have increased relevance, especially
due to the envisioned diffusion in the workplace of XML-based business ap-
plications. These applications will generate an enormous amount of business-
related documentation, coded according to the XML vocabulary adopted by each
organization. This information will need to be frequently queried and restruc-
tured by humans, typically by non-IT personnel, in the normal course of an
organization’s business process.

Therefore there is a strong need not only for expressive and powerful query
languages, but also for query paradigms, interfaces, and systems making such
expressive and restructuring power also usable by nontechnical persons.

1.2 XML-GL in a Nutshell

XML-GL is a visual XML query language, that is, an XML query language
whose syntax relies on graphic elements instead of textual ones. The core idea
of XML-GL is also to exploit the graph-based representation of XML data to
express querying and restructuring. This choice is motivated by the following
considerations.

—XML documents have a very intuitive hierarchical structure, which naturally
lends itself to be represented as a tree. If references between elements also
are considered, graphs become the most intuitive representation.

—Tree and graph-based representation may be already familiar to users,
thanks to the success of visual XML editors such as XmlSpy [XMLSpy 2000].

—Querying, that is, the process of selecting some information out of one or more
XML documents, can be effectively rendered visually as the task of locating
a subgraph inside a bigger graph. The user could easily construct a query by
specifying her “graph of interest,” possibly by cutting and pasting nodes and
arcs directly from the graph-based representation of the document or, most
likely, of its DTD.

—Restructuring, that is, the process of creating a new document out of one
or more existing XML documents, can be visually represented as the con-
struction of a new graph, corresponding to the DTD of the desired output
document, followed by the connection of such graph to the graph used to lo-
cate the information of interest, in order to express the flow of information
from the queried document to the new document.

The syntax of XML-GL is built on the above considerations. An XML-GL
query broadly consists of two parts, clearly visible in Figure 1:

—a query left-hand side, where one or more graphs express the selection of the
information of interest; and

—a query right-hand side, where one or more graphs express the desired con-
tent of the result and are connected (either by explicit edges or by node name’s
equality) to the LHS, to express which elements retrieved in the LHS must
be used to construct the output document.
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Fig. 1. An initial example of XML-GL query.

As an example of the flavor of XML-GL, consider the query of Figure 1 (com-
mented on in more detail in Section 4), which is a popular case proposed by
Maier [1998] for benchmarking the expressive power of XML query languages.
The query refers to documents concerning car crash safety tests, containing the
following XML elements.
...
<!ELEMENT manufacturer (mn-name,year,model+)>
<!ELEMENT mn-name #PCDATA>
<!ELEMENT year #PCDATA>
<!ELEMENT model (mo-name,front-rating,side-rating,rank)>
<!ELEMENT mo-name #PCDATA>
<!ELEMENT front-rating #PCDATA>
<!ELEMENT side-rating #PCDATA>
<!ELEMENT rank #PCDATA>

It aims at restructuring such documents in this way: “For the <manufacturer>
elements, we want to drop <model> subelements where <rank> is greater than
10. We also want to elide the <front-rating> and <side-rating> elements from
the remaining models.” (That is, for <model> subelements with <rank> ≤10,
the query must keep the <model> subelements, but only with a subset of their
content.)

Although the syntax and semantics of XML-GL have not been illustrated
at this stage, the reader may assess the expressive power and ease of use of
XML-GL by looking at the query in Figure 1 and observing the following.

—The query consists of two sets of labeled graphs, separated by a vertical line.
The graphs on the left express the query LHS, those on the right the query
RHS. In all graphs of Figure 1, nodes represent XML elements and arcs
denote element containment.

—In the LHS, two graphs express the “information of interest” to be retrieved:
we want to locate both the set of all manufacturer elements (leftmost LHS
sub-graph) and the distinguished set of those manufacturers that contain a
model subelement with rank ≤10 (rightmost LHS subgraph). Note that the
latter subgraph expresses a selection condition by means of predicate labels
applied to the graph nodes.
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—In the RHS, we express the structure and content of the output document. The
rightmost graph says that for all manufacturers we keep the <mn-name>
and <year> subelements in the result. The leftmost RHS graph expresses
that for those manufacturers that contain a model subelement with rank≤10
we additionally keep the set of model subelements, but without the <front-
rating> and <side-rating> elements (i.e., only with the <mo name> and
<rank> subelements).

—The proper association between elements retrieved from the document and
elements used to construct the result is visually expressed by “binding” edges
connecting nodes in the LHS and RHS. For example, two binding edges be-
tween the rightmost LHS subgraph and the leftmost RHS subgraph put in
evidence that we add the (partially elided) <model> subelements only to the
distinguished set of manufacturers that satisfy the predicate expressed in
the LHS.

The following code is needed to express the same query in XQL [Robie et al.
1998].

/(.//manufacturer[./model[rank $le$ 10]]?/(./(mn-name[$not$ *]|mn-name[*]?)|

./(year[$not$ *]|year[*]?)| ./model[rank $le$ 10]?/

(./(mo-name[$not$ *]|mo-name[*]?)|./(rank[$not$ *]|rank[*]?)))|

.//manufacturer[ $not$ ./model[rank $le$ 10]]?/(./(mn-name[$not$ *]|mn-name[*]?)|

./(year[$not$ *]|year[*]?)))

1.3 Background

XML-GL is the result of a long stream of research on graph-based logical lan-
guages.

In most of the traditional graphical data models and query languages, such
as Graphlog [Consens and Mendelzon 1990], Good [Paredaens et al. 1992], and
G-Log [Paredaens et al. 1995], graphs are treated as patterns and “matched”
against a graph-based representation of data to find the query result.

Among the first proposals of graph-based query languages, there are the G
[Cruz et al. 1987] and G+ [Cruz et al. 1988] languages, which are based on
labeled graphs, and support regular path expressions and graph construction
queries.

Graphlog [Consens and Mendelzon 1990], a descendant of G and G+, is a
logical language with a semantics based on datalog, which focused on the use
of negation and on improving the computational tractability of graph queries.
In Consens and Mendelzon [1989] it has also been applied to queries over hy-
pertext data.

Good [Paredaens et al. 1992] proposed a simplified abstract notion for de-
scribing in a uniform way alternative models for object databases: nodes repre-
sent objects and edges represent relationships (no distinction is made between
set containments, composition, generalization, specialization, etc.).

The direct ancestor of XML-GL is G-Log [Paredaens et al. 1995], a logic-based
graphical language, which used a Good-like notation as the starting point for
representing and querying complex objects. G-Log was first evolved into WG-
Log [Comai et al. 1998], a language for querying WWW and semistructured
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data, and then served as a basis for the definition of the syntax and semantics
of XML-GL, which puts to work the lessons learned in the definition of graph-
based query languages for addressing the specificity of querying XML data. A
by-example presentation of elementary XML-GL constructs is contained in Ceri
et al. [1999], whereas the initial ideas on how to extend XML-GL to support
queries involving advanced features such as union and cartesian product are
presented in Ceri et al. [2000].

1.4 Original Contribution

To our knowledge, XML-GL is the first example of a visual language explicitly
addressing the full complexity of querying XML data. The only proposals having
comparable objectives are the Equix language [Cohen et al. 1998], visual XML
query language with a form-based syntax, and the BBQ user interface [Munroe
et al. 2000], which have a limited expressive power compared to XML-GL,
especially as far as the restructuring of documents is concerned.

With XML-GL it is possible to visually express queries that:

—select portions of one or more input documents, based on existential condi-
tions and comparison predicates;

—express “join” conditions on elements from one or more input documents;
—use selected information to construct arbitrary new documents;
—invent new elements or element relationships, to be used in the output doc-

uments;
—apply arithmetic and aggregate functions to document elements, both in the

selection and in the construction phase; and
—compute union, difference, heterogeneous union, and cartesian product.

To master the complexity of XML querying and restructuring, XML-GL advo-
cates a bipartite structure of XML queries, where the location of the information
of interest in input documents is clearly separated from the specification of the
structure and content of the result. This distinction resembles an analogous
partition found in the syntax of some of the currently proposed textual query
languages (e.g., the distinction between the CONSTRUCT and WHERE clause
in XML-QL [Deutsch et al. 1998]). Differently from such languages, XML-GL
uses a uniform notation (XML graphs) to express both element extraction and
construction, and avoids the usage of correlation variables to express infor-
mation flow among the different parts of a query, thanks to the simple visual
notation provided by the node name’s equality and binding edges.

A second contribution of XML-GL is the availability of an operational seman-
tics covering all the language features. Such semantics is embodied in a query
processing algorithm (see Sections 3 and 5), which easily scales from the sim-
plest XML-GL constructs to the most advanced ones, involving complex LHS
and RHS structures.

1.5 Structure of the Article

The rest of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we illustrate the
main syntactic features of XML-GL, by concentrating on the case of simple
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queries, which consist of a single graph in both the LHS and RHS; in particu-
lar, we explain the data model for representing XML documents (Section 2.1),
apply it to describe a small document base, serving as a running example
(Section 2.2), define the syntactic elements and well-formedness rules of XML
queries (Sections 2.3 and 2.4), and conclude with several examples (Sections 2.5
and 2.6).

Section 3 explains the computation of simple queries, based on graph match-
ing (Section 3.1) and on an operational semantics algorithm (Section 3.2), dis-
cusses the complexity of XML-GL query processing (Section 3.3), and exempli-
fies query processing step by step (Section 3.4).

Section 4 broadens the illustration of XML-GL features by introducing com-
plex queries, which feature more than one graph in the LHS or RHS. The ex-
tension to complex queries of the operational semantics presented in Section 3
is then discussed in Section 5.

2. AN OVERVIEW OF XML-GL

This section gradually introduces the features of XML-GL. As a starting point,
the definition of an XML graph is presented (Section 2.1), which serves as
the underlying graphical data model of XML-GL queries. An XML graph is
a labeled directed graph, accompanied by suitable graphic conventions, that
permits the pictorial representation of XML documents with the full range of
features comprised in the well-known DOM standard [W3C 1998],1 as shown
in the running example of Section 2.2.

The notion of an XML graph is next extended, in Section 2.3, to that of an
XML query graph, which allows new types of nodes and arcs, used to compose
queries over XML documents. For example, new nodes and arcs express selec-
tions based on arithmetic calculations and the construction of new elements in
the query result. XML query graphs are the building blocks of XML-GL queries;
thanks to their similarity to XML graphs, the syntax for writing queries is a
natural extension of the visual formalism for representing documents.

A typical XML-GL query consists of two parts: a left-hand side, for speci-
fying patterns to be matched in the input documents, and a right-hand side,
for defining the desired output. Both parts are expressed using XML query
graphs and must obey some validity criteria. Section 2.4 defines the rules
for building well-formed left-hand side and right-hand side graphs, and for
tying them together to obtain a valid XML-GL query. Finally, various cases
of XML-GL queries are exemplified (in Section 2.5) to illustrate the flavor of
the language.

2.1 The XML Graphical Data Model

XML documents can be represented as graphs, called XML graphs.

1The most notable omission with respect to the DOM document model is the concept of an XML
entity, which can be safely neglected if query processing is assumed to take place after entity
macroexpansion, as customary in most query language proposals.
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Definition 1. (XML Graph). An XML graph is a directed labeled graph
〈(NElem ∪ NAttr ∪ NCont), (ACont ∪ ARef)〉, where

1. nodes in NElem are called element nodes, nodes in NAttr are called attribute
nodes, and nodes in NCont are called content nodes. Attribute and content
nodes collectively form the set of property nodes (denoted NProp). Nodes in
NElem carry a node label, and an optional URL label. Nodes in NAttr ∪ NCont
carry an optional content label;

2. (ACont ∪ ARef) is a set of labeled arcs of the form: (n, λ, n′), where λ is the arc
label, n, n′ ∈ (NElem ∪ NProp) for arcs in ACont, and n, n′ ∈ NElem for arcs in
ARef. Arcs in ACont are called containment arcs, and arcs in ARef are called
reference arcs. Arcs in ACont have the same fixed label CONT;

3. each node in NElem has at most one incoming arc in ACont and the projection
of the graph over arcs in ACont is acyclic; and

4. for every node n in NElem, a total order may be defined on the set of element
and content nodes directly reachable from n (children nodes).

XML graphs are pictorially rendered according to the following conventions.

1. Element nodes are represented as labeled rectangles and property nodes as
labeled circles: in particular, content nodes as white circles, and attribute
nodes as black circles.

2. Arcs are represented as labeled arrows connecting nodes. For readability,
the fixed CONT label of containment arcs is not shown.

3. The order of the children of a node is represented by marking the outgoing arc
pointing to the first child with a small trait and ordering the other outgoing
arcs counterclockwise.

XML graphs can be used to represent XML documents, as shown in Figure 2.
XML elements are represented as element nodes (NElem) labeled with the XML
element’s name, graphically denoted as rectangles (Figure 2(a)). The nesting of
elements is expressed by means of containment arcs (ACont), shown as arrows
pointing from the containing to the contained element (Figure 2(b)). The order
of subelements within a superelement is rendered by ordering the containment
arcs pointing to the subelements; that is, the first one has a small trait and
the other ones follow counterclockwise (Figure 2(c)). PCDATA and CDATA con-
tents correspond to content nodes (NCont), denoted as white circles having a
label that coincides with their content (Figure 2(d)). As a graphical shorthand,
CDATA or PCDATA elements can be abbreviated by collapsing the element
node and its enclosed content node into a single content node labeled with the
name of the element node and its content (2(d), right part). XML attributes are
represented as attribute nodes (NAttr), denoted as black circles with a content
label expressing the attribute’s content (Figure 2(e)). Finally, references among
elements are explicitly represented by reference arcs (ARef), labeled with the
name of the IDREF attribute (Figure 2(f)).
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Fig. 2. Correspondence between XML documents and the XML-graph notation.

2.2 Running Example

We illustrate the visual representation of XML graphs with the help of an XML
document drawn from a running example, which is used throughout the article.
A more compact version of this example has been proposed as a benchmark in
Maier [1998]. The running example deals with two kinds of documents describ-
ing cars: in the former, the manufacturing company reports result data for the
NHSC crash-safety test; in the latter, auto dealers and brokers list their prices.
We show two document fragments of these documents and, for clarity, their
possible DTDs.

DTD1

<!ELEMENT list-manuf (manufacturer+)>

<!ELEMENT manufacturer(mn-name,year,model+)>

<!ELEMENT mn-name #PCDATA>

<!ELEMENT year #PCDATA>

<!ELEMENT model (mo-name,front-rating,

side-rating,rank)>

<!ELEMENT mo-name #PCDATA>

<!ELEMENT front-rating #PCDATA>

<!ELEMENT side-rating #PCDATA>

<!ELEMENT rank #PCDATA>

INSTANCE1

<list-manuf>

<manufacturer>
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<mn-name>Mercury</mn-name>

<year>1998</year>

<model>

<mo-name>Sable LT</mo-name>

<front-rating>3.84</front-rating>

<side-rating>2.14</side-rating>

<rank>9</rank>

</model>

<model>

<mo-name>Sable LG</mo-name>

<front-rating>3.75</front-rating>

<side-rating>2.76</side-rating>

<rank>8</rank>

</model>

</manufacturer>

<manufacturer>

<mn-name>GM</mn-name>

<year>1997</year>

<model>

<mo-name>ABC</mo-name>

<front-rating>3.05</front-rating>

<side-rating>2.00</side-rating>

<rank>11</rank>

</model>

</manufacturer>

</list-manuf>

DTD2

<!ELEMENT list-vehicles (vehicle+, company*)>

<!ELEMENT vehicle(vendor,(make|reference), model,

year,color,option*,price?)>

<!ELEMENT vendor #PCDATA>

<!ELEMENT make #PCDATA>

<!ELEMENT reference EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST reference manufactured-by IDREF>

<!ELEMENT model #PCDATA>

<!ELEMENT year #PCDATA>

<!ELEMENT color #PCDATA>

<!ELEMENT option EMPTY>

<!ATTLIST option opt PCDATA #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT price #PCDATA>

<!ELEMENT company (name,address)>

<!ATTLIST company id ID #REQUIRED>

<!ELEMENT name #PCDATA>

<!ELEMENT address #PCDATA>

INSTANCE2

<list-vehicle>

<vehicle>

<vendor>Scott Thomason</vendor>

<make>Mercury</make>

<model>Sable LT</model>

<year>1999</year>

<color>metallic blue</color>

<option opt="sunroof"/>

<option opt="A/C"/>

<price>26800</price>
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Fig. 3. XML graph notation for document instances.

</vehicle>

<vehicle>

<vendor>Scott Thomason</vendor>

<reference manufactured_by="C1"></reference>

<model>Sable LG</model>

<year>1999</year>

<color>metallic gray</color>

<option opt="A/C"/>

<price>27500</price>

</vehicle>

<company id="C1">

<name>Mercury</name>

<address>Chicago</address>

</company>

</list-vehicle>

Figure 3 shows the second document fragment as an XML graph, also in-
cluding ID and IDREF attributes. The first document can be represented in a
similar way. Note the use of the shorthand for the representation of elements
with PCDATA/CDATA content.

2.3 The XML-GL Query Language

XML-GL is a query language for XML data. An XML-GL query can be applied
either to a single XML document or fragment or to a set of documents, for exam-
ple, those composing a WWW site. The query produces a new XML document
as the result. Intuitively, an XML-GL query consists of these parts.

1. The extract part identifies the scope of the query, by showing both the des-
ignated documents and the designated elements inside these documents; by
drawing a parallel with SQL, the extract part can be seen as the counterpart
of the from clause, which establishes the relations specified by the query.

2. The match part (optional) specifies logical conditions that the designated
elements must satisfy in order to be part of the query result; continuing
the parallel with SQL, the match part can be seen as the counterpart of the
where clause, which chooses the designated tuples that are part of the result.

3. The clip part specifies the subelements of the extracted elements that
satisfy the match part to be retained in the result. With respect to SQL,
the clip part corresponds to the select clause, which permits the user to de-
fine which columns of the result tuples should be retained in the final output
of the query.
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4. The construct part (optional) specifies the new elements to be included in
the result document and their relationships to the extracted elements; the
same query can be formulated with different construction parts, to obtain
results formatted differently. With respect to SQL, the construct part can
be seen as the extension of the create view statement, which permits the
user to design a new relation from the result of a query. The construct part
permits the creation of new elements, the definition of new links, and the
restructuring of information local to a given element.

Before showing examples of XML-GL queries, we extend the notion of the
XML graph to that of the XML-GL graph, which caters to additional primitives
needed to express the various part of an XML-GL query.

Definition 2 (XML Query Graph). An XML query graph is an XML graph
〈NElem ∪ NProp, ACont ∪ ARef〉 extended with the following additional types of
nodes, arcs, and labels.

1. New types of nodes:
—NList is a set of nodes called list nodes, used for building new elements

(see Figure 4(a)). They have a node label.
—NInd is a set of nodes called index nodes, used for building new elements

(see Figure 4(b)). They have a node label.
—NComp is a set of nodes called computation nodes, which are special nodes

used to store intermediate and final computation results. They have an
optional node label, a content label, and an optional predicate label (see
Figures 4(c) and 4(d)).

2. New types of arcs:
— AGr is a set of arcs called GROUP-BY arcs; they are labeled by the string

GROUP BY (see Figure 4(c)).
— AAggr is a set of arcs called aggregation arcs; they are labeled with an

aggregate function’s name (COUNT, SUM, MIN, AVG) (see Figure 4(c)).
— AArit is a set of arcs called arithmetic arcs; they are labeled with an op-

erator’s symbol such as “+”, “−”, and so on and may be marked with a
computation order symbol (a small trait). We distinguish compute-with-
property arcs and compute-with-value arcs: the former are labeled with
the operator’s symbol only, and the latter are labeled with the opera-
tor’s symbol and a constant value representing the second operand (e.g.,
“0.25”, “- 10”) (see Figure 4(d)).

— A∗ is a set of arcs called star arcs. They are labeled by an asterisk (Kleene
star) and represent the reflexive and transitive closure of the containment
relation, that is, all the possible (also empty) paths between two elements
(see Figure 4(e)).

3. New types of labels:
—Element nodes may have the special label “ANY” (see Figure 4(f)).
—Properties or computation nodes may have predicate labels, which are

further distinguished into unary predicate labels (e.g., >5 or = “Sar$”),
and binary predicate labels (e.g., “>”, “<” ). The former apply to a single
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Fig. 4. Additional notations used in XML-GL queries.

property or computation node; the latter apply to pairs of property or
computation nodes (see Figure 4(g)).

—Order labels (ASC and DESC) can be placed either on property nodes or
on containment arcs pointing to property nodes to denote ascending or
descending order (see Figure 4(h)).

4. A set XOR ⊆ 2ACont may be defined over ACont. ∀X ∈ XOR the containment
arcs in X are said to be mutually exclusive. Mutual exclusion among con-
tainment arcs outgoing from an element is denoted crossing the set of arcs
by a segment labeled XOR (see Figure 4(i)).

5. Nodes and arcs can be dashed to represent negative conditions (see
Figure 4(j)). In the sequel, we call nondashed nodes and arcs solid.

6. Unlabeled nondirected arcs, called binding edges, can be drawn to connect
element nodes (see Figure 4(k)).

The table in Figure 4 summarizes the additional lexical elements of XML-GL
query graphs and their graphical representation.

XML-GL graphs are the basic ingredients of an XML-GL query, which can
be seen as a triple (LHS, RHS, M), where LHS, RHS are two disjoint sets of
XML query graphs respectively called the left-hand side and right-hand side
of the query, and M is a correspondence between nodes in LHS and nodes in
RHS, called binding.

Visually, the left- and right-hand sides of an XML-GL query are displayed
side by side and separated by a vertical line (see Figures 5 to 27). The correspon-
dence of nodes in M is denoted either by labeling corresponding nodes in the
LHS and in the RHS with the same name or by drawing binding edges between
corresponding nodes. The left-hand side graph(s) conveys the extract and match
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Fig. 5. An extract-match clip-construct query.

parts, and the right-hand side graph(s) expresses the clip and construct parts.
The separation between the two query sides puts sharply in evidence those
concepts that are used to extract elements from the designated documents and
those concepts that are used to construct the result document produced by the
query. The meaning of the binding correspondence M is that the result of the
query will be constructed—according to the structure dictated by the right-side
graph—by assigning to bound nodes those element instances that are selected
by the extract part and “transferred” to the RHS by the binding edges. Con-
versely, for unbound RHS nodes all instances in the input document are used.

As a first intuitive, yet complete, example, observe the query in Figure 5,
which combines data from the manufacturer and vehicle elements as follows:
the extract-match part locates in the input documents all the <manufacturer>
and <vehicle> pairs such that they refer to the same year and model (this
is similar to a relational join); the clip-construct part creates a new element
<car> for each matching (<manufacturer>, <vehicle>) pair, collecting the
subelements <price>, <rank>, <model>, and <vendor> taken from both the
<manufacturer> and the<vehicle> elements. In this example bindings passed
from the LHS to the RHS are denoted implicitly, by equating elements’ names
(e.g., model, vendor, rank, and price). In the sequel we show more sophisticated
binding passing examples, based on the use of explicit binding edges.

2.4 Construction of an XML-GL Query

An XML-GL query is constructed using the notation introduced in the previous
subsection: both the LHS and the RHS of a query consist of a set of query
graphs.

We first describe the construction of a syntactically valid LHS graph
(Section 2.4.1), then the construction of a valid RHS graph (Section 2.4.2),
and finally how to put together LHS and RHS graphs to obtain a well-formed
XML-GL query (Section 2.4.3).

2.4.1 Construction of a LHS Graph. The left-hand side of an XML-GL
query may contain one or more XML query graphs, each constructed according
to the Definitions 3 through 6.

Intuitively, these definitions require that a well-formed LHS graph be the
composition of a graph containing the basic XML graph nodes and arcs (called
core LHS graph), plus one or more graphs expressing arithmetic computations
(called computation LHS graph), plus one or more graphs expressing groupings
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Fig. 6. Core, computation, and aggregation LHS graphs.

and aggregations (called aggregation LHS graph). These components are illus-
trated in Figure 6.

Definition 3 (Core LHS Graph). A connected XML query graph 〈N , A〉 is
a core LHS graph if:

—N = (NElem ∪ NProp);
— A = (ACont ∪ ARef ∪ A∗);
—no order and mutual exclusion constraints are specified; and
—solid arcs only connect solid nodes.

Definition 4 (Computation LHS Graph). A connected XML query graph
〈NC, AC〉 is a computation LHS graph if:

—NC = (NProp ∪ NComp);
— AC = (AArit);
—the destination of each arc is a computation node;
—all the incoming arcs of a computation node share the same computation

label; and
—〈NC, AC〉 is solid.

In the case of noncommutative operations (e.g., arithmetic difference or
string concatenation), the order of operands is represented by the order of the
respective incoming arcs in the usual way, that is, counterclockwise starting
from the arc marked with a small trait.

The property nodes of a computation graph are called input nodes, the com-
putation nodes without outgoing arcs, output nodes. In the sequel, without loss
of generality, we consider only computation graphs with a single output node.

Definition 5 (Aggregation LHS Graph). A connected XML query graph
〈NG , AG〉 is an aggregation LHS graph if:

—NG = (NElem ∪ NProp ∪ NComp ∪ NInd), with |NInd| = 1 (only one index node);
— AG = (AAggr ∪ AGr ∪ ACont), with |ACont| = 1 (only one containment arc);
—for each arc (n, λ, n′) ∈ AAggr, n ∈ NInd and n′ ∈ NComp, that is, an aggregate

arc connects the index to a computation node (which holds the value of the
aggregate function);
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Fig. 7. Parts of the aggregation graph.

—for each arc (n, λ, n′) ∈ AGr, n ∈ NInd and n′ ∈ (NComp∪NElem∪NProp); that is,
a group-by arc connects the index to a nonindex node (which expresses the
grouping criterion);

—for each arc (n, λ, n′) ∈ AAggr, if λ = COUNT then the designated node n′′ of
the arc (n, CONT, n′′) ∈ ACont belongs to (NComp∪NElem∪NProp); otherwise, if
λ ∈ {SUM, MAX, MIN, AVG, . . .} then n′′ ∈ (NComp ∪ NProp) (i.e., containment
arcs must point to nodes having a type consistent with the aggregate function
to be applied); and

—〈NG , AG〉 is solid.

Although the same index node of an aggregation graph could be used to compute
several aggregate values, in the sequel, without loss of generality, we consider
only one computation node, as in Figure 7, where the different parts of the
aggregation graph are shown. Following the terminology in the figure, we refer
to the nodes to be grouped and to the nodes expressing the grouping criterion
as grouped and grouping nodes, respectively.

Note that we do not allow negation in aggregations and computations.
Now we are ready to define inductively a generic LHS graph.

Definition 6 (LHS Graph). Let Core = 〈NCore, ACore〉 be a core LHS graph,
CG = 〈NC, AC〉 be a computation LHS graph, and AG = 〈NG , AG〉 be an ag-
gregation LHS graph. Moreover, let LG = 〈NL, AL〉 be a generic LHS graph.
Then:

1. Core is a LHS graph;

2. (LG ∪CG)2 is a LHS graph if it is an XML query graph and if, calling N the
set of computation and property nodes without incoming arcs in NC and N ′

the set of computation and property nodes in NL, we have that N ⊆ N ′; and

3. (LG ∪ AG) is a LHS graph if it is an XML query graph and if, calling N the
set of designated nodes of the GROUP-BY and containment arcs in AG and
N ′ the set of computation and property nodes in NL, we have that N ⊆ N ′.

Notice that, according to this definition, XML-GL allows one to apply arithmetic
computations to the results of aggregation, or to apply aggregations to the
results of other aggregations or arithmetic computations.

2Union over graphs is defined set-theoretically on nodes and arcs; if necessary, aliases must be
used to avoid name collisions.
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Fig. 8. Core and construction RHS graphs.

2.4.2 Construction of a RHS Graph. The RHS graph of an XML-GL query
can also be seen as the composition of different graphs: a core RHS graph, which
represents the retrieved elements to be retained in the result, and a construction
RHS graph, which expresses new elements or links between retrieved elements,
to be introduced in the result. We start by defining when a node or an arc is
considered new (invented) with respect to a given input XML document, and
then we define the two RHS graphs’ components.

Definition 7 (Invented nodes and arcs). Let Q be an XML-GL query and
D be a document. We call

1. invented nodes: those nodes of the RHS graph of Q that (1) have a label that
does not appear either in the query LHS or in the XML input documents
D,3 and (2) are not connected to a LHS property or element node by binding
edges; and

2. invented arcs: those arcs of the RHS graph of Q that do not appear either
in the query LHS or in the XML input documents D.

Invented nodes have a label that neither appears in the query LHS nor in the
input. Their instances are “invented” during result construction. Conversely,
the instances of noninvented nodes either come from the result of the evaluation
of the extract-match part of the query (if the RHS node is bound to a node in
the LHS) or are taken “as they are” from the input document (if the RHS node
is not bound to a LHS node).

Similarly, invented arcs denote a relationship between elements (nesting or
reference) that cannot be derived from the input or from the LHS evaluation,
but is “invented” during result construction.

As an example, the arc between element <manufacturer> and element
<vehicle> in the graph of Figure 8 is invented, with respect to the input doc-
uments of the running example defined in Section 2.2, because it expresses a
link between two elements which does not exist in the input documents.

Definition 8 (Core RHS Graph). A connected XML query graph 〈NB, AB〉
is a core RHS graph if:

—NB = (NElem ∪ NProp);
— AB = (ACont ∪ ARef ∪ A∗);

3For valid documents having a DTD we require that the label of invented nodes/arcs does not
appear in the DTD of the input document.
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—〈NB, AB〉 does not contain invented nodes or arcs, mutual exclusion con-
straints, predicate labels, dashed nodes, and arcs;

—for each arc (n, λ, n′) ∈ A∗, n′ is labeled ANY and has no outgoing arcs; and

—each element node in the graph has at most one incoming containment arc.

The example in Figure 8 contains two core RHS graphs, consisting of the
noninvented nodes and arcs, that is, those having a correspondence in the input
documents of the running example.

Definition 9 (Construction RHS Graph). A connected XML query graph
〈NC, AC〉 is a construction RHS graph if:

—NC = (NElem ∪ NProp ∪ NList ∪ NInd);

— AC = (ACont ∪ ARef ∪ AGr);

—〈NC, AC〉 is solid;

—each arc in (ACont ∪ ARef) is invented. Each node in (NList ∪ NInd) is invented;

—each node n ∈ (NList ∪ NInd) has at most one outgoing containment arc;

—for each arc (n, λ, n′) ∈ AGr, n ∈ NInd and n′ ∈ (NElem ∪ NProp). Moreover, n′

is not invented (it contains a value bound in the LHS serving as a grouping
criterion); and

—for each arc (n, λ, n′) ∈ ARef, n′ has an ID attribute (possibly invented).

The example in Figure 8 contains one construction graph, consisting of the
invented arc between element <manufacturer> and element <vehicle>, plus
its source and destination nodes. The intuition behind such construction is
that the query having such a graph in its RHS nests <vehicle> elements in-
side <manufacturer> elements, and such nesting does not exist in the original
documents.

A RHS graph is typically constructed by extending a core graph with one or
more constructions. The case of a query with a RHS containing only constructed
elements is syntactically admissible, although less interesting (such a query
may, e.g., return the element <TRUE/> if a condition is met).

The next definition inductively captures the construction of a RHS graph by
adding a core or construction graph to a RHS graph.

Definition 10 (RHS Graph). Let BGR = 〈NB, AB〉 be a core RHS graph,
CGR = 〈NC, AC〉 be a construction RHS graph, and RG = 〈NR , AR〉 be a RHS
graph. Then:

1. BGR is a RHS graph (a core graph is a RHS graph);

2. CGR is a RHS graph (a construction graph is a RHS graph);

3. (RG ∪ BGR) is a RHS graph (the union of a RHS graph and a core graph is
still a RHS graph); and

4. (RG ∪ CGR) is a RHS graph (the union of a RHS graph and a construction
graph is still a RHS graph).
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Fig. 9. Implicit bindings made explicit.

2.4.3 Construction of an XML-GL Query. An XML-GL query is composed
of a set of LHS graphs and a set of RHS graphs, possibly bound by explicit or
implicit binding edges. In order to define an XML-GL query, we first need to
define the notion of binding.

Definition 11 (Implicit and Explicit Binding Edges). Given an XML-GL
query (LHS, RHS, M ), M = MExpl ∪ MImpl, where MExpl is the set of explicit
binding edges and MImpl is the set of implicit binding edges obtained as follows.

1. Given n1, n2 s.t. n1 ∈ LHS, n2 ∈ RHS, node-label(n1) = node-label(n2),
∀n3 ∈LHS (n3, n2) 6∈MExpl (i.e., n2 is not already connected to a LHS node by
an explicit binding edge), ∀n4 ∈RHS such that (n4, λ, n2) the arc (n4, λ, n2)
is invented, then (n1, n2)∈MImpl (see Figures 9(a1) and 9(a2)).

2. Given n1, n2, n3, n4 s.t. n1, n2 ∈ LHS, n3, n4 ∈ RHS, node-label(n1) = node-
label (n3), (n2, n4) ∈ M , (n1, n3) 6∈M , (n1, λ, n2) ∈ LHS, (n3, λ, n4) ∈ RHS,
(n3, λ, n4) is not invented, then (n1, n3) ∈ MImpl (see Figure (9b)).

Definition 11 intuitively says that implicit bindings are inferred from graph
labels and explicit or implicit bindings in these ways.

1. If a noninvented RHS node has no incoming links (Figure 9(a1)) or is directly
pointed at by an invented arc (Figure 9(a2)), an implicit binding edge is
drawn to the LHS node with the same label, if existing. The RHS node is the
“root” of a document fragment, which will be calculated using the bindings
passed from the corresponding LHS node.

2. If a LHS and a RHS node are already implicitly or explicitly linked and they
are both pointed at by two node/arc pairs with pairwise matching labels, then
a binding edge is “propagated upwards” to the pointing nodes (Figure 9(b)).
The child RHS node defines a fragment of the query result, which is explicitly
requested to contain only element instances satisfying some extract-match
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condition expressed over the corresponding node in the LHS. If the result
also includes superelements of the bound RHS element, then the instances
of such superelement must also be bound to the corresponding superelement
nodes in the LHS.

LHS graphs, RHS graphs, and binding edges are used to form XML-GL
queries. The next definition expresses the correctness criteria for obtaining
valid XML-GL queries.

Definition 12 (XML-GL query construction). Let L be a set of LHS graphs
and R be a set of RHS graphs. Then (L, R, M ), where M = MExpl ∪ MImpl, is
an XML-GL query if:

1. ∀(n, n′) ∈ M , n ∈ (NElem ∪ NProp ∪ NComp), n′ ∈ in (NElem ∪ NProp);
2. no RHS node has more than one binding with the same LHS graph;
3. for each node of a RHS graph bound to a node in the LHS graph, its father

node (if it exists) is either bound to one of the LHS graphs or it is an invented
node; and

4. each node in the RHS graph labeled ANY contains only nodes labeled ANY.

— Point 1 states that binding edges must map LHS elements, properties, or
computation nodes to RHS elements or property nodes. Other bindings are
not allowed: for example, an index node cannot be bound to any other node.

— Point 2 excludes two or more bindings involving the same RHS node, because
this would make it impossible to determine the element instances to use in
producing the result.

— Point 3 states that the father of a bound node must also be bound. As a coun-
terexample, suppose that the father node is neither bound nor invented.
Since the child node is bound, the result contains the instances that satisfy
the extract-match phase. To reproduce correctly the father–child relation-
ship, the result must contain the instances of the father node actually con-
nected to the children instances selected by the LHS. In other words, the
father node also must be bound.

— Point 4 excludes having a “typed” node below an ANY node. In this case, it
could be impossible to evaluate if the arc between the ANY node and the child
node is invented or not, because it may be invented for some father elements
bound to the ANY node, and noninvented for some others, depending on the
input documents.

2.5 Examples of Content Selection Queries

Example 1. The examples of Figure 10 show the basic capabilities of
XML-GL queries. Query (a) finds in the input documents all <vehicle> ele-
ments that contain a <price> element, and keeps in the result all such vehicle
elements with their whole content. Query (b) finds in the input documents all
<vehicle> elements that do not contain any<price> element, and keeps in the
result all such vehicle elements with their whole content.
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Fig. 10. Example of XML-GL queries with (a) existential and (b) negated conditions.

The extract part of both queries is represented by the root element<vehicle>
in the LHS graph. URLs in the element labels may contain wildcards; in
Figure 10, the string “http://www.a.b.c/doc/veh*.xml” in <vehicle> makes the
query range only over those XML documents in the doc directory of host
“www.a.b.c” whose name starts with the string “veh”. From the input docu-
ments, all the occurrences of the <vehicle> elements are extracted, with all
their subelements.

The match part augments the extract part with additional nodes and arcs, to
express selection predicates for filtering the elements retrieved in the extract
part and determine those usable to construct the result: query (a) selects only
those <vehicle> elements having a <price> subelement, and query (b) selects
only those <vehicle> elements without <price> subelements.

The clip part in the RHS and the binding correspondence express the content
of the result. In this query, bindings are denoted implicitly by element name
identity in the LHS and RHS. In particular, the <vehicle> node in the RHS
is bound, whereas the element labeled ANY is unbound. Therefore, for each
<vehicle> that satisfies the extract-match part, a corresponding element ap-
pears in the result. Moreover, for each <vehicle> element in the result, all the
subelements present in the input document are retained, as indicated by the
star arc pointing to the unbound ANY node.

The result of query (a), applied to the vehicle document of Section 2.2, is the
following.

<query-result>

<vehicle>

<vendor>Scott Thomason</vendor>

<make>Mercury</make>

<model>Sable LT</model>

<year>1999</year>

<color>metallic blue</color>

<option opt="sunroof"/>

<option opt="A/C"/>

<price>26800</price>

</vehicle>

<vehicle>

<vendor>Scott Thomason</vendor>

<reference manufactured_by="C1"></reference>

<model>Sable LG</model>

<year>1999</year>

<color>metallic gray</color>
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Fig. 11. Example of XML-GL queries with simple conditions.

<option opt="A/C"/>

<price>27500</price>

</vehicle>

</query-result>

Note that in order to guarantee well-formedness of query results, the result-
ing XML fragment is embedded into a special tag called <query-result>.

The result of query (b) applied to the same document fragment is empty,
since all vehicles have a price subelement.

Example 2. The query represented in Figure 11 finds in the input docu-
ments all the manufacturers whose name is “Mercury” and having at least one
model called “Sable LT,” and presents in the result all such manufacturers with
their names together with all the produced models.

This query shows the specification of simple conditions on the content of
elements in the match part of the LHS graph. The clip part in the RHS indicates
which parts of the <manufacturer> elements extracted in the LHS have to be
kept in the result. According to Definition 11, the <manufacturer> element is
(implicitly) bound (see Case 1 in the definition) and the <model> element is
unbound. Therefore the result contains only the manufacturer’s that satisfy the
condition, with all the models they have in the input document. If an explicit
binding edge connected the <model> elements in the LHS and RHS, then only
the Sable LT model would appear in the result.

When applied to the document of Section 2.2, the query generates the fol-
lowing result.

<query-result>

<manufacturer>

<mn-name>Mercury</mn-name>

<model>

<mo-name>Sable LT</mo-name>

<front-rating>3.84</front-rating>

<side-rating>2.14</side-rating>

<rank>9</rank>

</model>

<model>

<mo-name>Sable LG</mo-name>

<front-rating>3.75</front-rating>
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Fig. 12. Example of XML-GL query with join.

<side-rating>2.76</side-rating>

<rank>8</rank>

</model>

</manufacturer>

</query-result>

Example 3. The query of Figure 12 finds all manufacturers having a model
with the same name as a model of a vehicle whose name starts with “S.”

The join conditions on model names are expressed in the match part by ex-
panding the graph of the <manufacturer> element to show its inner <model>
element, and connecting the model’s and vehicle’s model names. Also in this
query, according to Definition 11, the <manufacturer> element is (implicitly)
bound (see Case 1 in the definition) and the ANY element is unbound.

The document produced by the query is the following.

<query-result>

<manufacturer>

<mn-name>Mercury</mn-name>

<year>1998</year>

<model>

<mo-name>Sable LT</mo-name>

<front-rating>3.84</front-rating>

<side-rating>2.14</side-rating>

<rank>9</rank>

</model>

<model>

<mo-name>Sable LG</mo-name>

<front-rating>3.75</front-rating>

<side-rating>2.76</side-rating>

<rank>8</rank>

</model>

</manufacturer>

</query-result>

Example 4. Retrieve all the <model> elements nested at any level inside a
<list-manuf> element having <rank> less than or equal to 10, and keep them
in the result, with all their content.

The query of Figure 13 uses a star arc also in the LHS, which matches any
path of elements leading to a <model> subelement. The <model> elements
satisfying the condition on the<rank> values are implicitly bound to the RHS.
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Fig. 13. Example of XML-GL query with a star arc in the LHS.

Fig. 14. Example of Extract-Match-Clip query involving ID reference.

Applied to the document fragment of Figure 3, the query yields the following
result.

<query-result>

<model>

<mo-name>Sable LT</mo-name>

<front-rating>3.84</front-rating>

<side-rating>2.14</side-rating>

<rank>9</rank>

</model>

<model>

<mo-name>Sable LG</mo-name>

<front-rating>3.75</front-rating>

<side-rating>2.76</side-rating>

<rank>8</rank>

</model>

</query-result>

Example 5. Extract all the vehicles referencing the manufacturer Mercury,
and show them with all their nested elements.

Queries involving element identity and references between elements are rep-
resented by using IDREF(S) attributes. In the example of Figure 14 the refer-
ence arc labeled manufactured by appears in the LHS. However, note that the
<company> elements are not retained in the result since they are not part
of the transitive closure of containment arcs expressed by the star arc in the
RHS. When applied to the document fragment of Figure 3, the query yields the
following result.
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Fig. 15. Example of XML-GL query computing an aggregate function.

<query-result>

<vehicle>

<vendor>Scott Thomason</vendor>

<reference manufactured_by="C1"></reference>

<model>Sable LG</model>

<year>1999</year>

<color>metallic gray</color>

<option opt="A/C"/>

<price>27500</price>

</vehicle>

</query-result>

Example 6. Find all the manufacturers, with their names and years, hav-
ing at least two models. This query requires an aggregation (see Figure 15):
an index element is linked to the <model> element by a containment arc and
to the <manufacturer> element by a GROUP-BY arc, to group all models by
manufacturer. Then, an aggregation arc labeled COUNT points to a compu-
tation node labeled by a unary predicate, to match only those manufacturers
including two or more models, which are used to produce the result.

The result of this query applied to the document fragment of Figure 3 is the
following.

<query-result>

<manufacturer>

<mn-name>Mercury</mn-name>

<year>1998</year>

</manufacturer>

</query-result>

2.6 Examples of Document Construction Queries

The XML-GL queries seen so far produced simple result documents, defined
by a subset of the elements extracted from designated documents. However,
XML-GL can be used to construct result documents, which may contain ar-
bitrarily complex new elements, by combining subelements of several target
elements, the result of arithmetic operations, new elements providing content
grouping, or reordering capabilities.

Three types of construction are possible, pictorially represented by the graph
nodes labeled RESULT in the example of Figure 16.

—Construction of an element: an invented element is constructed to wrap a sin-
gle element retrieved by the LHS part. One instance of the invented element
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Fig. 16. Examples of (a) constructed element, (b) list, and (c) grouping list.

is created for each retrieved subelement (see Figure 16(a)). Both contain-
ment and reference relationships between elements can be created.

—Construction of a list: a list element is constructed to wrap a set of elements
retrieved by the LHS part. One instance of an invented element is created
for the whole set of retrieved subelements (see Figure 16(b)).

—Construction of a grouping list: a grouping list element is constructed to wrap
subsets of elements retrieved by the LHS part. The retrieved subelements are
nested inside multiple lists defined by a grouping criterion (see Figure 16(c)).

Consider the three queries of Figure 16. They find all the existing
<manufacturer> elements having a <year> subelement; if a constructed ele-
ment is specified (a), one instance of the invented element (called <RESULT>)
is created for each <manufacturer>; with the list construction (b) a single
element (also called <RESULT>) is created which contains the list of man-
ufacturers satisfying the match part; with the grouping list construction (c)
the resulting <manufacturer> elements are grouped by year and one element
(named <RESULT>) is introduced for each group. Formally, <year> induces
a partition of the occurrences of <manufacturer>, where each distinct value
of <year> is mapped to a distinct subset of manufacturers. The results of
the three queries applied to the manufacturer document of Section 2.2 are
shown below.

Query A: element construction Query B: list construction Query C: grouping list
construction

<query-result>

<RESULT>

<manufacturer>

<mn-name>Mercury

</mn-name>

<year>1998</year>

</manufacturer>

</RESULT>

<RESULT>

<manufacturer>

<mn-name>GM

</mn-name>

<year>1997</year>

</manufacturer>

</RESULT>

</query-result>

<query-result>

<RESULT>

<manufacturer>

<mn-name>Mercury

</mn-name>

<year>1998</year>

</manufacturer>

<manufacturer>

<mn-name>GM

</mn-name>

<year>1997</year>

</manufacturer>

</RESULT>

</query-result>

<query-result>

<RESULT>

<year>1998</year>

<manufacturer>

<mn-name>Mercury

</mn-name>

</manufacturer>

</RESULT>

<RESULT>

<year>1997</year>

<manufacturer>

<mn-name>GM

</mn-name>

</manufacturer>

</RESULT>

</query-result>
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Fig. 17. Example of XML-GL query with simple construction.

Example 7. The query of Figure 17 finds all the vehicles, that have been
produced before year 2000 and inserts each vehicle inside a new tag called
<oldvehicle>.

According to Definition 11, the <vehicle> element is (implicitly) bound (see
Case 1 in the definition); therefore, the result contains only the vehicles that
satisfy the condition, with all their nested subelements. This query applied to
the vehicle document yields the following result.

<query-result>

<oldvehicle>

<vehicle>

<vendor>Scott Thomason</vendor>

<make>Mercury</make>

<model>Sable LT</model>

<year>1999</year>

<color>metallic blue</color>

<option opt="sunroof"/>

<option opt="A/C"/>

<price>26800</price>

</vehicle>

</oldvehicle>

<oldvehicle>

<vehicle>

<vendor>Scott Thomason</vendor>

<reference manufactured_by="C1"></reference>

<model>Sable LG</model>

<year>1999</year>

<color>metallic gray</color>

<option opt="A/C"/>

<price>27500</price>

</vehicle>

</oldvehicle>

</query-result>

Example 8. The query of Figure 18 computes a complex ranking index for
car models, by adding front and side model ratings and multiplying the result
by half of the model rank value. Both the index element and the containment
arc between model and index are invented in the resulting document.

The resulting document is:

<query-result>

<manufacturer>
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Fig. 18. Example of XML-GL computing query.

<mn-name>Mercury</mn-name>

<model>

<index>24.93</index>

</model>

<model>

<index>41.04</index>

</model>

</manufacturer>

<manufacturer>

<mn-name>GM</mn-name>

<model>

<index>27.775</index>

</model>

</manufacturer>

</query-result>

3. INTERPRETATION OF SIMPLE XML-GL QUERIES

In this section we describe the operational semantics of an XML-GL query
applied to a set of XML documents. We start by discussing the case of simple
queries. An XML-GL query is called simple if its LHS and RHS consist of a
single connected graph, the solid part of the LHS graph is a connected graph,
and the RHS contains only one root node. First we define the match of the LHS
graph of a query against an input document graph; based on this, we introduce
the query evaluation algorithm.

General XML-GL queries are treated in Section 4.

3.1 Graph Match

Matching is the fundamental operation for computing the result of an XML-GL
query. During query evaluation, the LHS graph of the query must be compared
with the input documents to determine which subset of the input elements
concurs to produce the final result.

Formally, a match is a pair of mappings which, in an orderly manner, asso-
ciate nodes and arcs of the input document with nodes and arcs of the LHS
query graph. These mappings are constructed in such a way that the element
and property nodes in the LHS “conform” to the associated document nodes,
and the conditions expressed by the predicate labels of LHS nodes are satis-
fied. To evaluate the truth of predicate labels, which may involve aggregate and
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computed nodes, it is necessary to define a graph evaluation function, that is,
a function that tells the value of all graph nodes (both calculated and noncal-
culated) from an initial assignment of values to the basic noncalculated nodes
(element and property nodes). In defining evaluation functions, we abstract the
calculation performed by a computation subgraph as a characteristic function
(called arithmetic computation function), which is attached by definition to each
computation subgraph.

To define graph matching, this section proceeds as follows. Definition 13
introduces the arithmetic computation function of a computation subgraph,
which concurs to define an interpretation of a LHS query graph (Definition 14).
Then, Definition 15 introduces the evaluation function of LHS graphs, which
determines the value of computed and aggregate nodes from a set of inter-
pretations. At this point, the values of all graph nodes can be established
from an initial assignment of values to element and property nodes. Next, it
is necessary to establish when a node in the query graph conforms to a node
in the input document (i.e., it is good for matching). Definition 16 introduces
conformity criteria based on node labels (conformity of content labels and truth
of predicate labels). Based on conformity, matching is finally defined, in an
inductive way: first for core graphs (i.e., graphs without computation, aggre-
gation, and negation (Definition 17)), and then including also these features
(Definitions 18 through 21).

In the following, we suppose that query evaluation takes place on parsed
documents so that each element of the instance documents is identified by a
unique OID.

In the definition of node values we use two countably infinite sets: a set S of
finite strings, for the values of PCDATA and CDATA elements and attributes,
and a set OID of unique element identifiers.

We also need a family of functions for abstracting the calculation performed
by the dataflow graphs of XML-GL computation query graphs. Then the in-
terpretation of a LHS query graph will consist of the assignment of values to
noncomputation nodes of the graph, and of computation functions to computa-
tion graphs. For brevity, we omit computation function assignment in interpre-
tations, and assume that computation graphs are by definition associated with
the computation function that abstracts their computation.

Definition 13 (Arithmetic computation function). Let CG = 〈(NProp ∪
NComp), AArit〉 be a computation LHS graph. Let {n1, . . . , nk} be the k input
nodes of CG and nout be the output node. The arithmetic computation function
of CG is a function 0CG : Sk → S.

0CG(sn1 , . . . , snk ) denotes the value assumed by the output node when the
input nodes take the values sn1 , . . . , snk .

Definition 14 (Interpretation). Let LG =〈N , A〉 be a LHS query graph,
where N = (NProp ∪ NComp ∪ NElem ∪ NInd) and A = (ACont ∪ ARef ∪ AArit ∪
AAggr∪AGr). An interpretation of LG is a mapping I = Ie∪Ip, where Ie : NElem →
OID and Ip : NProp → S.
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Now we are ready to use Definition 13 to set up a general graph evaluation
function, associating values with all the different types of nodes. Note that,
since LHS query graphs may contain aggregate functions that apply to multiple
instances of the same LHS node (e.g., counting instances of an element), a set
of interpretations is needed to specify the evaluation function.

Definition 15 (Evaluation function). Let LG = 〈N , A〉 be a LHS query
graph, where N = (NProp∪NComp∪NElem∪NInd) and A = (ACont∪ ARef∪ AArit ∪
AAggr∪AGr). Given a set of interpretations I S = {I1, . . . , In}, the valueγ I S

i (n) of a
node n ∈ (NProp∪NComp∪NElem) with respect to interpretation Ii ∈ I S is defined
as follows.

1. γ I S
i (n) = Ii(n), if n ∈ (NElem ∪ NProp).

2. γ I S
i (n) = 0CG(γ I S

i (n1), . . . , γ I S
i (nk)), if n ∈ NComp is the output node of a

computation subgraph CG of LG with input nodes n1, . . . , nk .
3. γ I S

i (n) = λ(γ I S
h1

(ngrouped), . . . , γ I S
hn

(ngrouped)), if n ∈ NComp is the output node of
an aggregation subgraph AG of LG, (nind, λ, n) ∈ AG,
(nind, CONT, ngrouped) ∈ AG, (nind, GROUPBY, ngrouping) ∈ AG, and for all j
in h1, . . . , hn, γ I S

j (ngrouping) = γ I S
i (ngrouping).

Definition 15 characterizes the value of a node with respect to an interpreta-
tion Ii selected from a set of input interpretations IS = {I1, . . . , In}. Point 1 says
that the value of an element or property node is the same as that given by in-
terpretation Ii. Point 2 says that the value of the output node of a computation
subgraph is the value given by the subgraph’s computation function applied to
the values of the input nodes. Point 3 says that the value of an aggregate node
is given by the aggregate function applied to the values of the grouped node in
those input interpretations that give to the grouping node the same value as
interpretation Ii.

Definition 15 accounts for computation and aggregation graphs of depth
greater than one.

Definition 16 (Node conformity). Let D = 〈ND, AD〉 be an XML document
graph, L = 〈NL, AL〉 be a LHS graph of an XML-GL query containing only solid
nodes and arcs, nd , n′d ∈ ND, and nl ∈ NL be an element or property node:

—nd type-conforms nl (denoted nd ≈ nl ), if and only if they are both elements,
content nodes, or attribute nodes, and either node-label(nd ) = node-label(nl )
or node-label(nl ) = “ANY ”;

—nd conforms nl (denoted nd ≡ nl ), if and only if any of the following conditions
holds:
—nd ≈ nl and content-label(nd ) = content-label(nl ); or
—predicate-label(nl ) is a compare-to-value predicate label, nd ≈ nl and

predicate-label(nl )(content-label(nd )) = true; or
—predicate-label(nl ) is a compare-to-property predicate label, and there are

two arcs in the query LHS (ml , CONT, nl ) ∈ AL, (m′l , CONT, nl )∈ AL,
and two arcs in the document graph (md , CONT, nd )∈ AD, (m′d , CONT, n′d )
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∈ AD, such that nd ≈nl , n′d ≈nl , md ≈ml , m′d ≈m′l , and
predicate-label(nl )(content-label(nd ), content-label(n′d )) = true.

Note that for element nodes nd ≡ nl if and only if nd ≈ nl .
We now define the LHS match: according to the syntactical definitions of

Section 2.4, we first define the match of a solid (i.e., positive) core graph, then,
inductively, the match of a LHS graph extended with a computation graph
and an aggregation graph, and finally the match of a LHS graph containing
negations.

Definition 17 (Core graph match). Given a core LHS graph L = 〈(Nelem ∪
Nprop), (Acont∪ Aref ∪ A∗)〉 of an XML-GL query Q and an input document graph
D = 〈ND, AD〉, a core graph match of L in D is a pair of total mappings φ:
(Nelem ∪ Nprop) 7→ ND, ψ : (Acont ∪ Aref) 7→ AD such that:

1. for each node n ∈ Nelem ∪ Nprop, φ(n) ≡ n;
2. for each arc (n1, λ, n2) ∈ Acont ∪ Aref, with n1, n2 ∈ Nelem ∪ Nprop,
ψ(n1, λ, n2) = (φ(n1), λ, φ(n2)); and

3. for each arc (n1, ∗, nk) ∈ A∗ there is a sequence of arcs (φ(n1), CONT, n′2),
(n′2, CONT, n′3), . . . , (n′k−1, CONT, φ(nk)) in AD.

Intuitively, in a query LHS with only element and property nodes, linked by
containment, reference or star arcs matches an input document if it is possible
to put some of the document elements in correspondence with the graph nodes
so that graph nodes conform to their corresponding document nodes, and arc
topology and labeling are preserved, modulo the presence in the LHS of star
arcs, which can be matched with sequences of nodes and arcs in the document.

Definition 18 (Match of a LHS graph extended with a computation graph).
Given a LHS graph L = 〈NL, AL〉 = (LG ∪ CG) of an XML-GL query Q, where
LG is a generic LHS query graph and CG is a computation graph, and an input
document graph D = 〈ND, AD〉, a match of L in D is a pair of total mappings
φ: (NElem ∪ NProp) 7→ ND, ψ : (ACont ∪ ARef) 7→ AD such that:

1. 〈φ, ψ〉 is a match of LG in D; and
2. for each computation node nc ∈CG whose content-label or predicate-label

is not null, called I S the singleton set of mappings {I}, where I =
{content-label() ◦ φ}, we have
—content-label(nc) = γ I S

I (nc) or
—predicate-label(γ I S

I (nc), content-label(nc)) = true.

Definition 18 requires that the mapping of the core part of the LHS graph
produce values of the output computation nodes, which are equal to the content
label of the node or satisfy the predicate expressed by the node’s predicate
label. For determining the values of calculated nodes, the interpretation I =
{content-label() ◦ φ} is used, which is interpreted as “take the content label of
the matching node in the document.”

Definition 19 (Match of a LHS graph extended with an aggregation graph).
Given a LHS graph L = 〈NL, AL〉 = (LG ∪ AG) of an XML-GL query Q, where
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LG is a generic LHS query graph and AG is an aggregation graph, and an input
document graph D = 〈ND, AD〉, a match of L in D is a pair of total mappings
φ : (NElem ∪ NProp) 7→ ND, ψ : (ACont ∪ ARef) 7→ AD such that:

1. 〈φ, ψ〉 is a match of LG in D; and
2. for each computation node nc ∈ AG whose content-label or predicate-label

is not null, called IS the set of all possible mappings NLG → ND and I the
mapping {content-label() ◦ φ},
—content-label(nc) = γ I S

I (nc) or
—predicate-label(γ I S

I (nc), content-label(nc)) = true.

Definition 19 requires that the mapping of the core part of the LHS graph
produce values of the aggregate node, which are equal to the content la-
bel of the node or satisfy the predicate expressed by the node’s predicate
label. For determining the value of the aggregate node, the interpretation
I = {content-label()◦φ} is used again, together with all the other possible map-
pings of the LHS graph into the document which are necessary to calculate the
aggregate function.

After discussing the match in absence of negation, we introduce the match
of dashed subgraphs. Before proceeding, we need the definition of boundary
graphs.

Definition 20 (LHS Boundary graph). Let Q be an XML-GL query. The
boundary graph of the LHS of Q is the subgraph containing all the dashed
nodes and arcs of LHS, augmented with all the solid nodes wherefrom some
dashed arc departs.

Thus, the boundary graph of a query is empty if the query has no dashed
part (i.e., no negative conditions are specified).

Definition 21 (Match of a LHS graph with negation). Let L = 〈NL, AL〉 be
a LHS graph of an XML-GL query Q and D = 〈ND, AD〉 be the input document
graph. Let LS be the solid subgraph of L and BG be the nonempty boundary
graph of L. A match of the LHS graph of L in D is a pair of total mappings
φ : (NElem ∪ NProp) 7→ ND, ψ : (ACont ∪ ARef) 7→ AD such that:

1. 〈φ, ψ〉 is a match of LS in D; and
2. for each connected subgraph bg ∈ BG, the mapping 〈φ, ψ〉 cannot be ex-

tended to a mapping 〈φ′, ψ ′〉 such that 〈φ′, ψ ′〉 is a match of LS ∪ bg in D.

The presence of negation in the LHS requires that the match of the posi-
tive part of the LHS graph cannot be extended to include also a mapping for
the connected subgraphs of the boundary graph, which expresses the negative
conditions.

At this point, the notion of mapping has been declaratively defined as a corre-
spondence between nodes in the LHS graph and nodes in the input documents,
which pairs conforming nodes, satisfies the positive conditions in the query
LHS, and does not satisfy the negative conditions. In the next section, we use
the declarative definition of LHS matching inside the operational semantics,
which describes the execution of an XML-GL query.
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Fig. 19. Procedure for the evaluation of a simple query.

3.2 Operational Semantics of a Simple XML-GL Query

The operational semantics of a simple XML-GL query is described by the algo-
rithm of Figure 19.

The query evaluation algorithm takes as input the document graph and a
simple XML-GL query (whose implicit binding edges have been made explicit)
and gives as output the query result as an XML document graph. The algorithm
relies on an intermediate data structure called a query-result table (QRT in
Figure 19), which records the OIDs of the instances of the RHS nodes or the
values of the computations/aggregations that will appear in the query result.

Given a LHS match only some nodes are used by the RHS to construct the
query result, therefore among all the LHS nodes we define the binding set
as follows.

Definition 22 (Binding set). Let Q be an XML-GL query. The binding set
of Q is the set of LHS nodes bound to some RHS node by an explicit or implicit
binding edge.

Procedure SimpleQuery starts by computing the schema of the result table,
identifies the binding set, and populates the result table with the data of the
query result, by performing the steps:

—Extract-Match, which extracts the elements from the input document graph
according to the LHS (if no match is found the procedure stops);

—Clip, which selects the input document elements to be retained in the result;
and

—Construct, which constructs new elements of the result according to the RHS.

Finally, the output document graph is constructed starting from the query result
table according to the RHS query graph. The fundamental subroutines used in
procedure SimpleQuery are described in more detail in the next subsections.
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3.2.1 Procedure ComputeSchema. Since the results of an XML-GL query
are XML documents, which are physically organized hierarchically, for conve-
nience the result table is represented using the nested relational data model
[Paredaens et al. 1989; Cacace and Lamperti 1996], which admits attribute
nesting and both atomic and set-valued attributes.

Nesting is used to represent containment of elements and properties (includ-
ing non-IDREF attributes), and element linking via IDREF attributes.

The schema of the result table is computed as follows. First, all the nodes
of the graph with no incoming containment arcs (start nodes) are identified.
For each start node, a subtree is obtained by considering the start node itself
and all the nodes reachable from it through containment arcs, plus the nodes
reachable from the nodes already in the subtree through a reference arc. The
result table is then generated by visiting all the abovementioned subtrees in
preorder: for each node of the subtree an attribute is inserted in the nested
table (atomic if the node is bound to the LHS, set-valued otherwise), so that the
nesting of attributes follows the nesting of elements in the subtree. Note that
this process generates a nested relational table having a column for each start
node.

The name of a result table attribute corresponding to a RHS node is assigned
as follows: it is the RHS node label,4 if the node is not bound to the LHS, or the
name of the associated LHS node, if the RHS node is bound. If a node has an
incoming star arc, the name of the attribute is the name of the arc source node
suffixed by a “*” symbol.

For example, the nested relational schema of the query of Figure 11 is:

QRT : {[MANUFACTURER, [{MN-NAME},[{MODEL, [MODEL*]}]]]}

where “[” is the tuple constructor and “{” is the set constructor.

3.2.2 Procedure ExtractMatch. Procedure ExtractMatch takes as input the
input document graph, the LHS of a query Q, its binding set, and the (initially
empty) query-result table. It finds all the possible matches and updates the
query-result table by recording the OIDs of the nodes of the matches belonging
to the binding set; it returns a Boolean value that states if at least one match
has been found.

The procedure performs the following macro steps.

—Positive part match: the positive part of the core LHS graph is matched
against the input document graph according to Definition 17. The procedure
performs a depth-first search in the document graph guided by a depth-first
search in the LHS query graph. Then, for each match, the attributes in the
query-result table corresponding to the binding set of the query are popu-
lated; that is, a tuple is created and possibly merged with an already created
tuple, coherently to the nested relational model semantics.

—Negative part check: if the core LHS graph also contains negative parts, the
absence of matches for these has to be checked. The LHS boundary graph

4When nodes names in the query are optional or duplicated, unique aliases are generated.
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(see Definition 20) of the query is identified. The procedure looks for all the
matches of its connected subgraphs starting from their positive node(s) found
in the current positive match. If none of these negative matches is found,
the current match is satisfied (according to Definition 21); otherwise it is
discarded.

—Aggregate and arithmetic computation: once all the matches of the core LHS
graph have been found, aggregations and computations are performed. One
operation at a time is performed, giving precedence to the computations.
—When a computation is performed, predicates on its result nodes are

checked and query-result table tuples not satisfying these conditions are
discarded (according to Definition 18).

—When an aggregation is performed, result tuples are grouped according
to the grouping criterion appearing in the aggregation graph. Aggregate
functions are computed and predicates involving the aggregate values are
checked. Tuples in the query-result table not satisfying these conditions
are discarded (according to Definition 19).

Procedure ExtractMatch is detailed in Appendix A.

3.2.3 Procedure Clip. Procedure Clip works on the input document graph,
the query RHS, and the query-result table, previously populated by procedure
ExtractMatch. It returns the query-result table extended with the OIDs of all
the noninvented RHS nodes that have no binding edges. It operates by re-
cursively copying the OIDs of these nodes from the input document into the
query-result table. The OIDs of source nodes of asterisk-labeled arcs are copied
in the corresponding “*” column of the query-result table: all the subelements
to be retrieved recursively will be inserted directly when computing the final
output document graph.

When, for an element to be clipped, the query-result table already contains
an instance of the father node, then only the children elements are copied from
the document to the result table; conversely, when the result table contains no
instances of the father node of the element to clip, all the possible OIDs for this
element are retrieved from the input document and copied to the result table.

3.2.4 Procedure Construct. Procedure Construct takes as input the RHS
of a query Q, and the query-result table, populated by procedures ExtractMatch
and Clip. It returns the query-result table updated with the values of the OIDs
of the invented nodes5 and with the possible new OID values. For each invented
node N of the RHS the query-result table is updated according to the type of
node (the procedure starts from the most deeply nested invented node(s) and
proceeds upwards).

—If the invented node N is a property node, one instance of N (i.e., an OID) is
invented; in particular, if it is an attribute of type ID, then a new ID value is
generated.

5Note that invented arcs are implicitly represented by nesting of attributes in the query-result
table and thus do not need to be separately considered.
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—If the invented node N is an element node, one instance of N (i.e., an OID)
is invented for each child node retrieved in the input document.

—If the invented node N is a list node, a unique instance of N (i.e., a unique
OID) is invented for all the retrieved subelements.

—If the invented node N is a grouping list node, one instance of N (i.e., an
OID) is invented for each group of elements of the input document defined
by the grouping criterion.

3.2.5 Procedure OutputDocument. Starting from the query-result table
and the input document graph, the output document graph is constructed, tak-
ing into account the query RHS:

—if a field of the query-result table is labeled “ANY”, it is renamed after the
actual element in the input document graph;

—the subelements of each element for which an order is specified in the RHS
are sorted;

—the instances of an element for which an order label (ASC or DESC) is spec-
ified in the RHS are sorted; and

—for each noninvented element, if no noninvented attribute or subelement
is specified in the RHS, all the attributes and subelements are kept
in the result; otherwise only the attributes mentioned in the RHS are
retained.

3.3 Notes on the Complexity

The most expensive step of procedure SimpleQuery is the ExtractMatch step,
where all the matches of the LHS query graph have to be identified in the
input document graph. Due to our treatment of IDREF attributes as arcs, both
the document and the query LHS are graphs, therefore we are dealing with a
problem of labeled graph matching.

The time complexity of the match of the positive part of the core LHS graph,
or of the boundary of the queries with negations, can be determined by evalu-
ating the number of comparisons between the core LHS graph nodes and the
document graph nodes.

The general version of this problem has been widely studied and is found to
be NP-hard in the worst case, where all labels are equal and the problem co-
incides with general graph matching. Therefore, the match step is in principle
exponential both in terms of the query and the instance sizes and dominates
the other steps which are known to be polynomial from nested relational the-
ory [Cacace and Lamperti 1996]. As we show, however, by posing constraints
on the query topology, it is possible to achieve polynomial complexity for the
ExtractMatch procedure as well.

First of all we notice that only a specific part of the query is involved in the
complexity computation. Indeed, given the LHS of an XML-GL query, the match
search process only concerns the core graph. The computation and aggregation
graphs are only used to perform calculations. As far as the constraints of the
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query topology are concerned, the core graphs of simple queries are connected,
and by definition the negative parts of the query are also always connected
graphs.

Polynomial time reduction can be achieved by requiring the core match graph
to comply to the star topology, that is, to consist of a central node of degree k
connected to k linear simple paths of length 1. This topology can be easily gener-
alized to the so-called spider topology by allowing simple paths to have arbitrary
length. Many queries commonly used in practice belong to this category. In the
spider case, the order of the number of comparisons is a function of the length
and number of the simple paths in the graph [DiBattista 1997].

Let LHS= (NL, AL), with |NL| =n, be the LHS query graph and
D= (ND, AD), with |ND| =m, the input document graph. Without loss of gen-
erality, let x1 be the central starting node of the match algorithm and let
x1, x1

2 , . . . , x1
j1

, . . . , x1, xk
2 , . . . , xk

jk
be k (0 < k < n) simple paths with common

starting point x1 such that j1 ≥ j2 ≥ · · · ≥ jk and
⋃

x j
i = NL and different in

the end part (∀i, j i 6= j 0 ≤ i, j ≤ k ∃l s.t. ∀h h > l , xi
h 6= x j

h ).
An upper bound to the number of comparisons made by the algorithm is

#comparisons ≤
k∑

i=1

ji∏
l=1

mnode−label (xi
l ), (1)

where mnode−label (xi
l ) is the number of the input document nodes of type

node-label (xi
l ). The rationale for this bound is that the central node of the

query can be matched to the total number of nodes of the same type in the
designated graph; for each node xi

l of each simple path connected to the central
node there are obviously at most mnode-label(xi

l ) nodes from which to choose.
For instance, for queries with star topology the worst case for the algorithm

is given when the query LHS contains n− 1 paths of length one whose nodes
belong to the same type (i.e., have the same label) and the input document
graph has m nodes of this type; in this case Equation (1) gives a time complexity
of O(nm2), which is polynomial in the size of the two graphs. We remark that
estimating the number of choices for each match with the cardinality of the node
types in the whole designated graph is indeed a very conservative approach,
unlikely to be verified in practical cases.

The same observation holds for general query topologies. It is easy to see that
in the worst case the number of comparisons will be bounded by O(mn), where
m and n are, respectively, the cardinality of the instance and the cardinality
of the query. This purely combinatorial upper bound relies on the unrealistic
assumption that after finding the match for one of the query nodes, the number
of choices available for matching the subsequent query nodes is equal to the
total cardinality of the type of that node in the instance graph. It is actually
quite intuitive that this worst case assumption is seldom true in practice, even
if an average case complexity analysis would require statistical data profiling
and remains beyond the scope of this article.
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Fig. 20. Example of query.

3.4 An Example of Query Evaluation

In this section the operational semantics characterized by the SimpleQuery
procedure is animated by following stepbystep the evaluation of the query of
Figure 20.

The query summarizes most XML-GL features. It reads: find in the in-
put documents all <manufacturer> elements that contain a <model> element
for which there is a <vehicle> element with the same make, later year, and
which does not have a model called “SableLR”; for each such manufacturer pro-
duce a new element called <new manuf>, which includes the manufacturer’s
name, and nest into it the matching <vehicle> elements, with their vendor and
price. Collect all the<new manuf> elements inside a unique<new manuf list>
element.

From the input documents, all the occurrences of the <manufacturer> and
<vehicle> elements are extracted, with all their subelements: the data of
<vehicle> and <manufacturer> are combined through an equijoin on the ve-
hicle’s <make> and manufacturer’s <name>, and a join comparing the manu-
facturer’s and vehicle’s years; a negative condition is expressed on the vehicle,
requiring its <model> not to be “Sable LR”; positive existential conditions are
expressed on <manufacturer> by the <model> subelement connected to it,
which requires that a <model> exist, and on <vehicle> by requiring the exis-
tence of the property <price>.

The RHS specifies that the <new manuf> element has as instances the
<manufacturer> elements retrieved in the LHS, as shown by the explicit bind-
ing edge. Inside these instances only the <mn-name> subelements of the orig-
inal objects are retained. <Vehicle> elements paired to a <manufacturer>
element by the join in the LHS are nested into the <new manuf> element cor-
responding to it: here the binding is shown implicitly by element name identity
in the LHS and RHS. In <vehicle>, only <vendor> and <price> are retained.
Finally, all the <new manuf> elements are nested inside a <new manuf list>
element.

We consider as the input document graph the instance of Figure 21, where
the values of the OIDs associated with elements are also represented.

First of all procedure ComputeSchema computes the schema of the query-
result table from the RHS of the query, which is:
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Table I. Query-Result

NEW-M. [MANUF. [MN-NAME YEAR [VEHICLE [VENDOR PRICE ]]]]

OID25 OID2
OID46

OID38 OID53

Fig. 21. Example of document graphs with matchings of the query LHS put in evidence.

QRT : {[NEW_MANUF_LIST, [MANUFACTURER, [{MN-NAME}, {YEAR},
[VEHICLE, [{VENDOR},{PRICE}]]]]]}

Then the query binding set is calculated, looking at the LHS: it is formed by
the nodes bound by a binding edge to the RHS, that is, by manufacturer and
vehicle. The three query execution steps are then performed.

—Extract-Match Step. First the LHS graph is matched against the input doc-
ument graph. Three matches exist, which are highlighted in Figure 21. They
are found as follows. The positive part of the core graph is matched against
the instance: <mn-name> in the manufacturer graph and <make> in the
vehicle graph must contain the same values, while <year> in the manufac-
turer graph must be less than the value of<year> in the vehicle graph. Then,
the boundary composed by the<vehicle> element and the dashed part of the
query LHS is considered as if it were all positive: a match of this boundary is
searched starting from the<vehicle> elements in the positive matches. Such
matches do not exist for the three positive matches above, therefore the three
matches are kept. The OIDs corresponding to the binding set of the LHS of
the query are recorded in the query-result table, and Table I is obtained.

Note that for the <manufacturer> element OID25 two matches are
found: one for the <vehicle> element OID2 (match 1) and one for the
<vehicle> element OID46 (match 2). Since <vehicle> elements are nested
into <manufacturer> elements, for the set-oriented semantics of the nested
relational model, only one <manufacturer> element with OID25 is kept.
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Table II. Query-Result

NEW-M. [MANUF. [MN-NAME YEAR [VEHICLE [VENDOR PRICE ]]]]

OID25 OID26 OID27 OID2 OID3 OID10
OID46 OD47 OID52

OID38 OID39 OID40 OID53 OID54 OID59

Table III. Query-Result

NEW-M. [MANUF. [MN-NAME YEAR [VEHICLE [VENDOR PRICE ]]]]

NEWOID1 OID25 OID26 OID27 OID2 OID3 OID10
OID46 OD47 OID52

OID38 OID39 OID40 OID53 OID54 OID59

—Clip Step. All the fields of the table that are not invented are populated,
starting from the OIDs of their fathers already determined in a previous
step. For example, starting from the <manufacturer> element with OID25
the OIDs of its subelements <mn-name> and <year> are retrieved from
the input document graph: identifiers OID26 and OID27 are recorded in the
result table. Analogously, OID3 and OID10 are recorded for <vendor> and
<price> elements, starting from the OID of <vehicle>. The same applies to
other elements. Note that the<vendor> element does not appear in the LHS:
indeed, in the clip part it is possible to specify the elements to be retained in
the result, starting from the subgraph matching the conditions specified in
the LHS of the query. See Table II.

—Construct Step. In this step, the invented nodes of the RHS are identified:
in our example there is only the <new manu list> element, which is a list
constructor. One OID for all the <manufacturer> elements in the query-
result table is created. The query-result table is shown in Table III.

Finally, the last step for determining the output document graph is per-
formed:

—Ouput Document Graph Construction. Starting from the query-result ta-
ble, the output document graph is constructed, according to the schema of
the query-result table and to the RHS graph, by retrieving the content val-
ues of the table fields from the input document graph. Possibly renaming
of nodes/arcs is performed: in our example <manufacturer> is renamed as
<new manuf>. Finally sorting is performed according to the order labels
appearing in the query RHS: in this query it is required to sort <vehicle>
elements under <new manuf> elements in ascending order of price. In this
example the two <vehicle> elements identified with OID2 and OID46 will
be ordered according to their price value. From the query-result table of
Table III the document graph of Figure 22 is obtained.

4. COMPLEX QUERIES IN XML-GL

The XML-GL queries seen so far only contain one graph in the LHS and one
graph in the RHS. However, additional expressive power is achieved by allowing
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Fig. 22. Query result: output document graph.

Fig. 23. Union query.

multiple graphs in either side of the query, yielding an elegant representation
of union, difference, cartesian product, and union types. This section is focused
on complex queries, presented by using informal examples; then, in the next
section, we discuss a generalization of the evaluation algorithm of Section 3,
taking into account multiple-graph queries.

4.1 Union and Difference

Union is represented in XML-GL by including multiple graphs in the LHS,
each one with element nodes providing bindings to the same node in the RHS. A
simple example of union is shown in the query of Figure 23: Collect all<vehicle>
elements that have been either manufactured after year 1998, or have <price>
less than 27000.

In this query, all<vehicle> elements satisfying at least one of the conditions
expressed by the two graphs in the LHS are kept in the result. Note that if
a <vehicle> element satisfies both conditions it will appear only once in the
result. Difference can be represented in XML-GL by inclusion in the LHS of
multiple graphs with the same element at the root, occurring both positively
and negatively, with the restriction that at least one occurrence be positive. The
requirement of at least one positive occurrence expresses a safety constraint,
needed in order to avoid infinite results. A simple example of difference is shown
in the query of Figure 24(a): Collect all <manufacturer> elements whose <mn-
name> is Mercury and which include <model> elements that have no <front-
rating>.

In this query, <manufacturer> elements satisfying the positive graph are
collected, and then the negated graph is considered to eliminate elements with-
out front rating. Note that, as in SQL, difference can be expressed also by means
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Fig. 24. Difference query and its equivalent expressed by means of negation.

Fig. 25. Cartesian product query.

of negated existential conditions (e.g., NOT EXISTS). The query of Figure 24(b)
provides the same result as the query of Figure 24(a), using a negated existen-
tial condition.

4.2 Cartesian Product

Cartesian product can be expressed by including multiple graphs in the LHS,
such that each of them contains unrelated elements that provide bindings to
different RHS elements connected through invented nodes/arcs. Figure 25 shows
the query: Combine the<color> elements of vehicles more recent than 1998 with
all the possible <mo-name> elements.

4.3 Heterogeneous Union

In addition to unions between homogeneous elements, XML also supports het-
erogeneous unions (similar to union types of object-oriented programming lan-
guages). XML-GL queries compute union types when they include multiple
graphs in the LHS containing unrelated elements, which provide bindings to
the subelements of an invented RHS node and mutual exclusion among such
subelements is specified. The RHS nodes in mutual exclusion become optional
subelements of their superelement, which represents the union type. An exam-
ple is shown in the query of Figure 26, which reads: Collect into a <good-car>
element either <vehicle> elements with <price> less than 30000 or <model>
elements with <rank> less than 10. Note that the same query result can be
achieved by splitting the RHS graph into two graphs with the same root.

The query of Figure 27, proposed by Maier [1998] as a language expressive
power benchmark, allows us to illustrate all the above features of complex
queries.

The original query reads: For the<manufacturer> elements, we want to drop
<model> subelements where <rank> is greater than 10. We also want to elide
the <front-rating> and <side-rating> elements from the remaining models.
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Fig. 26. Union-type query.

Fig. 27. Query Maier 2.

In the XML-GL query of Figure 27, the first LHS graph extracts all the
<manufacturer> elements: only the name and the year of these elements
are kept in the result, as indicated by the rightmost RHS subgraph, which
is connected by a binding edge to this LHS graph. The second LHS graph
extracts those manufacturers having models with rank <=10: the extracted
<manufacturer> elements are passed to the RHS with their <mn-name> and
<year> subelements and those <model> subelements retrieved in the LHS
condition. Note that the binding edges between <manufacturer> elements are
needed in order to put <manufacturer> elements extracted from the LHS in
correspondence with <manufacturer> elements in the RHS; the binding edge
between <model> elements is used to pass to the RHS only those models
satisfying the condition on their rank. A major difficulty of the above query
is the selective construction of the result elements based on their properties.
XML-GL renders this feature visually and declaratively, by clearly showing in
the RHS the different structures to be used to construct the result elements
and by pointing out with binding edges the mapping between LHS and RHS
elements. In other languages, the selective construction is achieved by means of
nested queries in the construction/selection part, which progressively assemble
the result starting from the simplest structure and expanding it progressively
in the subqueries.

For example, in XSL [W3C 1998b] the required information can be com-
puted by nesting two templates, the first to select all the <manufacturer>
elements with their<name> and<year> subelements, the other to select only
the <model> elements having a <rank> <=10:

<xsl:template match="manufacturer">

<manufacturer>

<mn-name>
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<xsl:value-of select="mn-name"/>

</mn-name>

<year>

<xsl:value-of select="year"/>

</year>

<xsl:apply-templates select="model"/>

</manufacturer>

</xsl:template>

<xsl:template match="model">

<xsl:if test="rank &lt;= 10">

<model>

<mo-name>

<xsl:value-of select="mo-name"/>

</mo-name>

<rank>

<xsl:value-of select="rank"/>

</rank>

</model>

</xsl:if>

</xsl:template>

In XQL [Robie et al. 1998], where nesting of queries is not allowed, an ap-
proach similar to that of XML-GL is needed: the “|” operator can be used to
extract the data of the manufacturers having at least one model with rank
<=10 along with the data of such models and the name and year of all the
other manufacturers having no model with rank <=10:

/(.//manufacturer[./model[rank $le$ 10]]?/(./(mn-name[$not$ *]|mn-name[*]?)|

./(year[$not$ *]|year[*]?)|./model[rank $le$ 10]?/(./(mo-name[$not$ *]|mo-name[*]?)|

./(rank[$not$ *]|rank[*]?)))|.//manufacturer[ $not$ ./model[rank $le$ 10]]?/

(./(mn-name[$not$ *]|mn-name[*]?)| ./(year[$not$ *]|year[*]?)))

We believe that the XML-GL approach is more declarative and visually in-
tuitive. As a second example, we show the code of the same query in XQuery,
the query language recently proposed by the W3C [Chamberlin et al. 2001].

<QUERY-RESULT>

FOR $m IN document("manufacturer.xml")//manufacturer

RETURN

<manufacturer>

$m/mn_name,

$m/year,

FOR $mo IN $m/model

WHERE SOME $r IN $mo/rank SATISFIES $r <= 10

RETURN

<model>

$mo/mo_name,

$mo/rank

</model>

</manufacturer>

</QUERY-RESULT>

Differently from XQL, XQuery permits nested queries, which makes the code
more compact and readable. The outer query (expressed by the first FOR state-
ment) ranges over all manufacturers and constructs for each instance in the
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input document instance of<manufacturer> in the output. A nested FOR state-
ment in the result construction tests the<model> subelements, and in the case
where their rank is≤10, it adds the name and rank to the output. The two nested
FOR loops of the XQuery version correspond to the two connected graphs in the
XML-GL query. The outermost FOR loops are equivalent to the leftmost LHS
<manufacturer> node and its corresponding RHS node: this part of the query
retrieves all manufacturers and inserts in the result only their name and year.
The innermost FOR loop is equivalent to the XML-GL subgraph that retrieves
manufacturers having models with a rank≤10 and inserts them into the result,
grouping the models that satisfy the condition inside them. Note also that vari-
ables in the XQuery code can be put in exact correspondence to node labels in
the XML-GL query.

The above parallel between the two styles in expressing queries can be ex-
ploited to use XML-GL as a visual front-end to an XQuery processor.

5. INTERPRETATION OF COMPLEX XML-GL QUERIES

A complex query is composed of multiple graphs both in the LHS and in the
RHS. Multiple graphs in the LHS allow one to extract different parts from one
or more documents or to express different matching conditions, which can be
combined in the query result either by taking their cartesian product or their
union, depending on the RHS graphs. On the other hand, multiple graphs in the
RHS allow one to construct different structures starting from one or more LHS
graphs. RHS graphs can be either dependent (i.e., containing nodes sharing the
same name, as in the query of Figure 27), or independent (which is equivalent
to having multiple queries). In the former case it may be necessary to unify
homonymous nodes in the result. For this reason complex query execution is
obtained by computing a set of simple queries, each composed of one LHS graph
and one RHS graph, and then combining their results. We call such simple
queries components of the complex query.

We outline the execution steps for a complex query; these steps are summa-
rized by the algorithm shown at the end of this section.

1. Decomposition into components and construction of the corresponding query
result tables. The complex query is decomposed into its components and
each component is evaluated separately. Components are obtained by com-
bining the LHS and RHS graphs as follows. If there exists at least one bind-
ing edge between a LHS graph and a RHS, the two graphs constitute a com-
ponent. One query-result table is associated with each query component.
Query-result tables are constructed as already seen for simple queries.

2. Extract-match. The extract-match step seen for the simple queries is per-
formed for each component/query-result table. The global query result is
empty if the needed number of matches for the component is not found.
Namely, for the case of union queries, at least one component must match,
whereas in all other cases all the components must match.

3. Cartesian product computation. If two components have the same RHS and
a Cartesian product needs to be applied (i.e., different nodes of a RHS graph
are connected to different LHS graphs as in Figure 25), then:
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—the query result tables of the two components, QRT1 and QRT2, which
have the same schema, are unnested,6 obtaining the tables µ(QRT1) and
µ(QRT2);

—the Cartesian product of µ(QRT1)× µ(QRT2) is performed; and
—since the Cartesian product contains all the fields of the operand tables

duplicated, each tuple of the Cartesian product is projected over the fields
of µ(QRT1) and µ(QRT2) that are nonempty, obtaining a nested relational
table with the same schema as QRT1 and QRT2.

4. Clip. The clip step is applied to each query-result table, as seen for simple
queries.

5. Extended union. The RHS structure dictates whether the final output doc-
ument is derived by keeping the query-result tables distinct or by merging
them appropriately. RHS graphs are merged into one single query-result
table (see Figure 27), if they meet the following unifiability condition.

Definition 23 (Unifiable graphs). Let R1 and R2 be two RHS graphs. R1
and R2 are unifiable if the subgraphs of R1 and R2 containing all the bound
nodes whose ancestor nodes (if existing) are invented, are isomorphic.

The extended union operator7 is then applied to each pair of query-result
tables that are unifiable. A preliminary schema unification substep may be
needed: if a pair of graphs is unifiable, the structure of both their correspond-
ing query-result tables must be extended to a common structure obtained as
the (extended) union of the structure of the original ones.

6. Construction. The construction step is executed for each of the final query-
result tables.

7. Output document construction. The procedure for deriving the output docu-
ment graph, already seen for simple queries, is applied to all the query-result
tables.

The algorithm for the evaluation of complex queries can be summarized as
follows.

procedure ComplexQuery(Q:query, In:documentgraph) -> Out:documentgraph

// STEP 1: DECOMPOSITION

componentSet=Decompose(Q); // compute the set of components

QRTSet=ComputeSchema(componentSet); // creates an empty query-result QRT

// for each component - QRTSet contains

// tuples of the form (QRT, component,

// i) where i is a counter

6Given a nested relational table R and a set-valued attribute A, unnesting R with respect to A
means “flattening” attribute A, that is, substituting each tuple t of R with as many tuples as the
tuples t ′ of A contained in t. The new tuples are obtained by concatenating t with each different t ′.
7Let R, S be two union-compatible nested relations, and let Ki be the set of their common key
attributes at reverse nesting level i (i.e., i = 0 for atomic attributes and i = N for unnested ones).
Starting from i = 0 to i = N , the extended union operation combines the attribute values of tuples
in R and S whose key attributes k j ∈ Ki , j = 1, 2, |Ki | have the same values. Like the ordinary
union, the extended union is both commutative and associative.
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// STEP 2: EXTRACT-MATCH

for each (QRT, component, i) in QRTSet do // for each QRT associated to a

// component

binding-set=GetBindingSet(component.lhs); // get the binding set

found[i]=ExtractMatch(In,component.lhs, // apply procedure extract-match

binding-set,QRT);

od;

if !Check(found) // check if all the needed component

return emptyDocument; // graphs matched

fi;

// STEP 3: CARTESIAN PRODUCT

// COMPUTATION

do

updated=FALSE;

for each ((QRT1,c1),(QRT2,c2))

in QRTSet do // for each pair of QRTs

if ((c1.rhs = c2.rhs) and // if a cartesian product has to be

ToDoCartesian(c1,c2)) // computed

CartesianTable= // compute the cartesian product

Cartesian(Unnest(QRT1), Unnest(QRT2));

QRT1=Project(CartesianTable,Schema(QRT1));

RemoveFromSet((QRT2,c2), QRTSet);

updated=TRUE;

fi;

od;

while (updated); // repeat until all the possible

// cartesian products have been

// computed

// STEP 4: CLIP

for each (QRT,component) in QRTSet do

Clip(In, component.rhs, QRT); // apply procedure clip to each QRT

od;

// STEP 5: EXTENDED UNION

QRTSet=ComputeFinalSchemata(QRTSet); // apply extended union to tables and

// components

do

updated=FALSE;

for each ((QRT1,c1),(QRT2,c2))

in QRTSet do // for each pair of QRTs

if (Unifiable(c1.rhs,c2.rhs)) // if the two tables are unifiable

QRT1=ExtendedUnion(QRT1, QRT2); // compute the extended union

RemoveFromSet((QRT2,c2), QRTSet);

updated=TRUE;

fi;

od;

while (updated); // repeat until all the possible

// extended unions have been computed

// STEP 6: CONSTRUCTION

for each (QRT,component) in QRTSet do

Construct(component.rhs, QRT); // apply procedure construct to each
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Table IV. Query-Result 1

VEHICLE { * }
OID2 OID2
OID12 OID12
OID46 OID46

Table V. Query-Result 2

VEHICLE { * }
OID2 OID2
OID53 OID53

Table VI. Query-Result 1

VEHICLE { * }
OID2 OID2
OID12 OID12
OID46 OID46
OID53 OID53

od; // QRT

// STEP 7: OUTPUT DOCUMENT CONSTRUCTION

Out=OutputDocument(In, QRTSet, component); // construct output document graph from

// the set of QRTs

return Out; // return output document graph

endprocedure;

5.1 Examples of Query Evaluation

We now show some examples of complex query evaluation.

5.1.1 Union. Consider the query of Figure 23. It contains two components:
the one formed by the leftmost LHS graph and the RHS graph and the other
formed by the second LHS graph and the same RHS graph. Therefore two
query-result tables are built and populated with data identified in the extract-
match and clip part. The two query-result tables obtained by applying the query
to the instance of Figure 21, after steps 1 to 5 are Tables IV and V.

The union (Step 6) of the two query-result tables is then computed and the
final table is obtained (Table VI).

Then, starting from this table, the final output document graph is constructed
as in the case of simple queries.

5.1.2 Cartesian Product. Consider the query of Figure 25. As in the previ-
ous case the query is composed of two components, therefore two query-result
tables of schema

{[combination [{mo-name},{color}]]}
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Table VII. Query-Result 1

COMBINAT {MO-NAME COLOR}
OID29
OID34
OID42

Table VIII. Query-Result 2

COMBINAT {MO-NAME COLOR}
OID7
OID20
OID51

Table IX. Query-Result 1

COMBINATION {MO-NAME COLOR }
OID29 OID7
OID34 OID7
OID42 OID7
OID29 OID20
OID34 OID20
... ...

Table X. Query-Result 1

COMBINATION {MO-NAME COLOR }
NEWOID1 OID29 OID7
NEWOID2 OID34 OID7
NEWOID3 OID42 OID7
NEWOID4 OID29 OID20
NEWOID5 OID34 OID20
... ... ...

are obtained (see Tables VII and VIII); after Steps 1 to 3, in the first one the
{mo name} attribute is populated; in the second one the attribute {color} is filled
up.

Then, the Cartesian product of these two tables (previously unnested) is
computed, yielding a table of schema

{[combination, mo_name, color, combination, mo_name, color]}

Then a projection over the final schema

{[combination [{mo-name},{color}]]}

is executed, yielding Table IX.
The new element <combination> is constructed, by inventing one new OID

for each {mo name, color} row, yielding the result shown in Table X, which is
then converted into the final output document graph.
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6. RELATED WORK

6.1 Syntax and Semantics of XML-GL

The syntax and semantics of XML-GL stem from the G-Log [Paredaens et al.
1995] and WG-Log [Comai et al. 1998] graph-based languages.

G-Log is an object- and logic-based language for representing and querying
complex objects, by means of directed labeled graphs. A G-Log graph includes
two node types, representing objects with nonprintable content and objects
with printable content (e.g., strings, numbers, and so on), connected by edges
representing generic object relationships. Graphs are used to represent the
database schema, the instances, and the queries. A G-Log query consists of one
or more colored graphs. Each graph constitutes a rule and represents a logical
implication: it has a body (colored in red), dictating the conditions that have
to be satisfied by the instance, and a head (colored in green), specifying the
information to be computed. Sets and/or sequences of rules can be applied to
create a program, and recursive queries can be computed to construct complex
results.

WG-Log is an extension of G-Log proposed for the representation and manip-
ulation of WWW data: in particular, WG-Log adds some hypermedia features,
such as the identification of a site’s homepage, the modeling of indexes, and
so on. WG-Log also clearly distinguishes logical and navigational relationships
among objects.

XML-GL shares several aspects with the G-Log and WG-log languages. For
example, XML-GL schemas (i.e., DTDs), instances, and queries are expressed
by means of a uniform graph-based syntax, as in the two predecessor languages.
Moreover, a parallel can be drawn between an XML-GL query’s LHS and the
“red” part of a G-Log/WG-Log query, and between an XML-GL query’s RHS
and the “green” part of a G-Log/WG-Log rule.

However, XML-GL adapts and extends the G-Log/WG-Log notation to repre-
sent XML features (e.g., attributes and elements, mutual exclusion, and order
among elements). Moreover, XML-GL semantics is different from G-Log and
WG-Log, being based on a procedural definition rather than on the nondeter-
ministic fixpoint semantics of G-Log and WG-Log logic programs. Finally, XML-
GL incorporates aggregation and arithmetic computation capabilities, which
were present neither in G-Log nor in WG-Log.

6.2 XML Query Languages

Several languages for querying XML data have been proposed in the literature
in the last few years. Notable examples are XQL [Robie et al. 1998], XML-
QL [Deutsch et al. 1998], XSL [W3C 1998b], Lorel [Abiteboul et al. 1997], YaTL
[Cluet et al. 1999b], XQuery [DeRose 1998], Quilt [Chamberlin et al. 2000], and
XMAS [Ludaescher et al. 2000]. Recently, the query language XQuery [Cham-
berlin et al. 2001] has been proposed by the W3C for standardization. These
query languages represent either an evolution of database query languages
(relational, object-oriented, or semistructured) or of document processing
techniques.
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Fig. 28. Comparison among XML-GL and other visual and textual query languages.

Due to their different origins, the proposed XML query languages have con-
siderably different syntactic flavors: for example, Lorel has an OQL-like syntax,
whereas XML-QL is based on an XML-like textual syntax; XSL and XQL, which
have been proposed by the document processing community, exploit expressions
similar to directory paths. Xquery is a very flexible language originating from
a mix of both kinds of languages.

Notwithstanding their independent origin, the proposed XML query lan-
guages are comparable with respect to their expressive power, because they all
offer features for:

—specifying different kinds of conditions on the elements to be retrieved;
—selecting which parts of the retrieved data must be kept in the query result;
—joining different parts of documents; and
—restructuring the query result, for example, by sorting and/or grouping ele-

ments.

XML textual query languages have been extensively analyzed in the liter-
ature [Cluet et al. 1999a; Ives and Lu 2000; Bonifati and Ceri 2000]. In the
sequel, we examine in detail two examples of visual query languages, directly
comparable to XML-GL, and summarize in Figure 28 how XML-GL compares
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to other relevant proposals. The reader may find in Cluet et al. [1999a], Ives
and Lu [2000], and Bonifati and Ceri [2000] a more detailed comparison among
the available XML query languages.

The problem of querying XML with a visual interface, usable also by novice
users, has recently gained attention in the XML research community, and two
proposals have been put forth: Equix [Cohen et al. 1998], a form-based language
for querying a database of valid XML documents, and BBQ [Munroe et al. 2000]
(blended browsing and querying), the graphical user interface for the textual
language XMAS. Both proposals are based on the representation of documents
as tree-structures, similar to directory trees, automatically constructed from
the DTD of the XML document(s) to be queried.

In Equix only one document type at a time can be queried, which is shown
as a tree. The user navigates the document tree and poses conditions on the
elements and attributes by filling up specific forms. Examples of conditions are
comparison predicates, simple negations, and quantifications, which are visu-
ally edited with drop-down list boxes. Finally, the user specifies the elements to
be kept in the result by marking them with a special symbol (a printing icon).
The result of the query is a projection on the original XML documents, where
data are filtered by conditions.

Equix differs from XML-GL in some important structural aspects. First,
Equix is tree-based and only one tree can be specified, whereas XML-GL is
graph-based and several graphs are used to construct complex results. This
difference limits the expressive power of Equix: with a single tree, only simple
queries involving one document at a time can be specified. Therefore it is not
possible to combine results from different documents. Even intradocument
relationships cannot be visually rendered: however, variables can be defined
to equal different values as in most of the textual query languages. Second,
Equix has limited restructuring capabilities: the only restructuring primitive
is the introduction of new nodes containing aggregation values, such as sum,
count, min, max, and so on, which can be specified on any element with
PCDATA/CDATA content. In Cohen et al. [2000] a new syntax for Equix is
proposed: instead of forms, sentences of the type, “the movie has a title that
matches . . . ,” are used, which should be more user-friendly. The expressive
power of this new version is further restricted, because its scope is limited to
searching information on the Web.

BBQ is a graphical user interface for querying XML data proposed for XMAS,
a query language for XML-based mediator systems [Ludaescher et al. 2000].
XMAS is a simplification of XML-QL for tree-structured data. Due to the as-
sumption of trees to represent documents and queries, BBQ visually resembles
Equix: XML elements and attributes are shown as a directorylike tree and
the user specifies possible conditions and relationships (e.g., joins) among el-
ements. Differently from Equix and similarly to XML-GL, several trees can
be simultaneously used: distinct trees specify the match and the construction
parts, and different trees are used for each document type to be queried. For
this reason the expressive power of BBQ is higher with respect to Equix; nev-
ertheless, restructuring capabilities are rather limited and aggregations are
not allowed.
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Figure 28 summarizes the comparison among XML-GL, BBQ, and Equix,
and includes also the analysis of four textual query languages that have been
proposed to the W3C for standardization, that is, XQuery, XML-QL, XQL, and
XSL.8 The table focuses only on the advanced features of XML query languages,
since all the reviewed proposals support the basic XML querying capabilities.

As the table shows, the expressive power of XML-GL is comparable to
that of the reviewed textual query languages, thanks to XML-GL’s advanced
match and construction capabilities, in particular to grouping, aggregate, and
arithmetic functions. On the other hand, XML-GL is more expressive than
other XML visual query languages, thanks to the clear separation of the
extract-match and clip-construct parts, and to the more powerful restructuring
capabilities.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we have presented XML-GL, a visual language for querying XML,
which expresses XML documents, DTDs, and queries as graphs.

We have shown that a graph-based language allows a natural representation
of complex queries over XML data, for example, of queries containing joins
among several input documents, aggregate and arithmetic functions, union,
difference, and Cartesian product, and allowing the construction of arbitrary
new documents. Then we have described the operational semantics of XML-GL,
covering all the illustrated language features. Such semantics is useful both for
implementing an XML-GL query engine, and for adopting the language as a
graphical user interface on top of other textual languages, and is the basis
of our ongoing effort in building a prototype of an XML-GL query processing
environment.9

In the GUI of the XML-GL prototype, the query is displayed in a window
composed of two subwindows, corresponding to the extract-match and the clip-
construct parts of the query (see Figure 29). The query graphs can be either
constructed from scratch using the icons contained in a toolbar, or the DTD of
the input document can be displayed on the screen to copy and paste groups of
elements into either part of the query.

Once the query has been graphically composed, it is evaluated by a native
XML-GL query engine, which implements the semantics illustrated in this ar-
ticle; the resulting document is returned and shown in a new window. The
XML-GL language has also been experimented with as a graphical user inter-
face for the textual language XQL [Robie et al. 1998]: the XML-GL semantics
is preserved, and the graphical query is translated into XQL to be executed by
the GMD-IPSI XQL Engine v1.0.2.

Future work includes extending the semantics of XML-GL and incorporat-
ing new primitives into the prototypes. Several features of XML query lan-
guages remain to be considered, and the graph-based syntax and semantics of

8The keyword “Partially” means either that the feature is not fully supported, or that the same
feature may be expressed by means of other constructs.
9Information about XML-GL and ongoing implementation work is available at the XML-GL
site—http://xerox.elet.polimi.it/Xml-gl.
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Fig. 29. A snapshot of the graphical user interface.

XML-GL are flexible enough to be adapted. Some possible extensions or alter-
native choices that will be integrated in our prototype are the following.

—Different semantics for IDREFs attributes. Two different semantics of
IDREF values have been proposed (called “literal” and “semantic,” resp.
[Goldman et al. 1999]). The value of an IDREF attribute can be treated as a
simple string, or it may be seen as an actual relation between the referenc-
ing and referenced elements. XML-GL takes the latter approach, but since
it supports queries on XML attributes, it can be easily adapted to the literal
semantic.

—Relationships among different XML documents. In this article we only con-
sider join relationships among distinct XML documents and intradocument
references; since XML-GL semantics is based on graphs instead of trees, it al-
lows us to easily extend XML-GL to take into account generalized XML links
[W3C 2000a]. A possible solution in this direction is presented in Oliboni and
Tanca [2000].

—Recursion. Presently XML-GL does not support recursive queries. In prin-
ciple, recursion could be added by adopting one of the available table-based
strategies proposed for handling recursion in graph-based data. These tech-
niques handle recursive queries by executing a loop, which incrementally up-
dates the tables representing the instance; much of the related research deals
with avoiding unnecessary recomputation while executing the loop [Pulido
1996]. However, as we have seen, final XML-GL query results may well omit
instance data, which could be required in the next step of recursive loop pro-
cessing. Although this problem may be solved by carefully keeping track of
partial results, doing this efficiently (e.g., in terms of space, avoiding dupli-
cations) is not trivial. The additional complexity it would impose on both the
description of XML-GL query semantics and their execution, compared with
the debatable practical value of recursion in a visual language, led us to the
decision of omitting recursion in XML-GL at this stage.
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APPENDIX

A. PROCEDURE EXTRACTMATCH

Let us present in more detail Procedure ExtractMatch, which identifies all the
possible matches of the query LHS graph in the input document graph. We
consider here the unordered semantics; however, the algorithm can be easily
extended to consider the ordered semantics.

Procedure ExtractMatch takes as input the LHS of a query Q, its binding
set nodes, and the (initially empty) result table, and returns the result table
updated with the OID values of the binding set nodes and a Boolean value that
states if at least one match has been found. The procedure is presented below.
It performs the following steps.

—Initializations. First the LHS graph is pruned of the computation and
index nodes (and their adjacent arcs); that is, the part of the LHS graph
that has to be matched against the input document graph is identified.
Then the positive part of this graph and the set of LHS boundary nodes are
identified for subsequent use. Two Boolean variables are initialized: variable
match found, which will be set to true whenever a match is found, and
variable only one match, which indicates if only one match needs to be found.
This case applies when there are no bindings between the LHS and the RHS
of the query: indeed, the LHS graph only expresses an existential condition
for the document specified by the RHS to be computed. Finally, the result
table is extended (1) with the computation nodes and the index nodes needed
to compute aggregations (they are needed if they appear in the LHS for
matching, and also if they appear in the RHS for computing the result), and
(2) with the boundary nodes to evaluate the negative parts of the query LHS.

—Positive part match. The positive part of the LHS graph is matched against
the input document graph by performing a depth-first search in the instance
graph guided by a depth-first search in the LHS query graph. If a match is
found and there are no negative parts in the LHS, the match is valid and
procedure AddToResultTable stores it by copying into the result table the
OIDs of the match nodes corresponding to the LHS binding set nodes and
the values of the property nodes needed for computations, aggregations, or
for evaluating negative parts. Note that tuples in the nested relational table
are possibly merged with tuples already created, according to the nested
relational model semantics. If there are no negative parts in the LHS, the
procedure stops. In the following, no specific data structure is explicitly
assumed for representing the graphs involved in procedure ExtractMatch(In,
LHS, binding-set, ResultTable): any suitable data structure can be adopted.
The depth-first search proceeds as follows.
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—Initial search step. One node of the LHS positive part is selected (procedure
GetOneNode10) and the set of nodes of the input document matching this
starting node is found (procedure matchingNodes).

—Depth-first search. For each starting node in the instance a depth-first visit
of the input document graph guided by a depth-first (DF) search visit of the
LHS is performed. The nodes of the positive part of the LHS query graph
are marked as “unvisited” and the result match is set to null. Then procedure
DFMatch is called, which retrieves a match as explained below. Procedure
DFMatch takes as input the input document graph, the LHS graph,
the LHS node from which the DF visit starts, the instance node from which
the corresponding DF visit begins, a Boolean variable used to test if a new
match has been identified, and the match found (represented with any
suitable data structure), and returns a Boolean value that becomes true
whenever a match is found. Procedure DFMatch evaluates whether the LHS
node and the instance node conform, according to Definition 16, that is, if
they type-conform and if the PCDATA and attributes values of the instance
node satisfy the possibly specified predicates or have the same values as the
PCDATA and attributes of the LHS node. If they do not conform the process
terminates and the procedure returns FALSE. If the two nodes match, the
LHS node is marked as “visited” and the instance node is stored in the cur-
rent match. Then the set of adjacent nodes of the LHS node is computed (both
children nodes and father nodes are considered following both containment
and reference edges), taking into account the arc label. For each of these
nodes, if they have not been previously visited, the process has to be repeated
and their corresponding nodes in the instance have to be located. Two cases
are singled out: when the incoming containment arc of these nodes is labeled
with the special symbol “*”, the corresponding nodes in the instance have to
be located visiting the graph for an indefinite number of levels starting from
the adjacent node previously visited in the instance (note that this process
terminates since the document graph is finite and there are no cycles in the
containment graph; possible cycles involving reference arcs are considered by
halting the graph traversal when a node has already been visited); otherwise
the corresponding nodes in the instance must be located among the adjacent
nodes at distance one. Then procedure DFMatch is called recursively, start-
ing from such instance nodes, to see if the rest of the graph matches. If all the
LHS nodes have been visited and the corresponding nodes in the instance are
found, a match has been identified. A new match is found only if it contains
at least one instance node that has not been previously considered in other
matches: variable embedding is initially false and becomes true whenever
an instance node has not been visited and thus a new match is found.

—Negative part check. If the query LHS graph also contains negative sub-
graphs, the absence of matches for the negative parts has to be checked. The
LHS boundary graphs (see Definition 20) of the query are identified. The

10This procedure, not detailed in this article, may contain an optimizing heuristic to identify the
best start node to speed up the search.
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algorithm looks for all the matches of such subgraphs (variables lhs-
boundary-graph) starting from their positive node found in the positive
match (variable lhs-boundary-positive-node). The algorithm looks for all the
matches of these subgraphs starting from their positive node in the match
(located with procedure MatchBoundary). If none of such matches is found
the whole match is satisfied, and procedure AddToResultTable is executed
(variable negative match is initially true and is set to false whenever one such
match is found); otherwise the positive match previously found is discarded.

—Aggregate and arithmetic computation. Once all the matches of the core
LHS graph have been found, aggregations and computations are performed:
—when a computation is performed, possible predicates on its result are

checked and query-result table tuples not satisfying the conditions are
discarded (according to Definition 18);

—when an aggregation needs to be performed, query-result table data are
grouped according to possible criteria appearing in the LHS graph. Aggre-
gate functions are computed and predicates on the results of these func-
tions are checked. Tuples in the query-result table not satisfying the con-
ditions specified as predicates are discarded (according to Definition 19).

procedure ExtractMatch(In: documentGraph, Q.lhs:queryLHS,

binding-set:nodeset, ResultTable:table) -> Boolean

// INITIALIZATIONS

Q.lhs’=PruneComputationNodes(Q.lhs); // remove computation and aggregation

// nodes from the LHS

pospart=GetPositive(Q.lhs’); // identify the positive part of the

// LHS

lhs_boundary_graph=GetBoundary(Q.lhs’); // identify the boundary graph

// only_one_match=NoBindings(Q.lhs);

// if there are no bindings, only one

// match needs to be found

match_found=FALSE; TempResultTable=ExtendTable(ResultTable,Q.lhs);

// computation nodes and nodes needed

// for aggregation and negations are

// added

// INITIAL SEARCH STEP

start_node=getOneNode(pospart); // get LHS

positive starting node for the DF visit

instance_nodeset=matchingNodes(In, start_node); // set of

matching nodes in document

// DEPTH-FIRST VISIT

for each node in instance_nodeset do

MarkAsUnvisited(pospart); // mark all the positive LHS nodes as

// unvisited

match=NULL;

found=DFMatch(In, pospart,start_node,node,FALSE,match);

// returns false if no match is found

if (found)

if (Empty(lhs_boundary_graph)) // no negative parts: match is OK

AddToResultTable(GetBoundNodes(match,Q.lhs), TempResultTable);

// store OIDs in the result table
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match_found=TRUE;

else // negative part must be checked

negative_match=true;

for each connected_graph in lhs_boundary_graph

for each positive_node in connected_graph do

match_boundary_node=MatchBoundary(match,positive_node);

negmatch=NULL;

if (DFMatch(connected_graph,positive_node,

match_boundary_node,FALSE,negmatch))

negative_match=false; // match found for negative

// condition -> match KO

fi;

od;

if (negative_match)

AddToResultTable(GetBoundNodes(match,Q.lhs), TempResultTable);

match_found=TRUE;

fi;

fi;

if (match_found AND only_one_match) return TRUE;

fi;

od;

// COMPUTATIONS AND AGGREGATIONS

while(ToComputeAggregate(TempResultTable, Q.lhs) OR

ToExecuteComputation(TempResultTable,Q.lhs)) do

if (ToExecuteComputation(TempResultTable,Q.lhs))

ExecuteComputation(TempResultTable,Q.lhs);

else if (ToComputeAggregate(TempResultTable, Q.lhs))

ComputeAggregate(TempResultTable, Q.lhs);

fi;

od;

ResultTable=Projection(TempResultTable,ResultTable);

// only nodes of the ResultTable are

// retained in the final result

return match_found;

endprocedure;

// PROCEDURE DFMATCH

procedure DFMatch(In: documentGraph, lhs:graph, lhs_node:node,

instance_node:node, embedding:Boolean, match:graph) -> Boolean

if match(lhs_node, instance_node) // match test on initial node

embedding=true;

MarkAsVisited(lhs_node,instance_node);

AddToMatch(instance_node,match);

lhs_nodeset=Adjacent(lhs_node, lhs);

if NotEmpty(lhs_nodeset)

embedding=false;

for each l_node in lhs_nodeset do

if (Unvisited(l_node))

for each ArcLabel in ArcLabelSet(l_node) do // all edges must match

if (ArcLabel(l_node)="*") // tests the label of the incoming

// containment arc

adjacent_nodeset=matchingInstance*(In, instance_node,l_node);
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// if the node has already been visited

// in the LHS of the query, it must be

// already visited also in the instance

// (cycles) - if no match is found the

// next node is considered

else

adjacent_nodeset=matchingInstance(In, instance_node,l_node);

fi;

for each adjacent_node in adjacent_nodeset do

if (UnvisitedMatch(i_node))

embedding=true; // at least one node of the match must

// be unvisited

fi;

if not(DFMatch(In, LHS,l_node,adjacent_node,embedding,match))

return false;

fi;

od;

od;

fi;

od;

fi;

if (embedding)

MarkAsMatch(match);

return true;

else return false;

else return false; fi; endprocedure;
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